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University,
Director Sets
~URVEY LECTURER ;Press Board Opens Offices on Six
Groups
News, Warbler to Applicants College
Minstrel Date
To Debate Here
·~··················································

The official positions on the JOURNALISTS, BRAINtwo college student publications, TRUSTERS TO ARBITRATE
News and Warbler, ·are open to
At 6:30 tonight, Tuesday, the
feud
between Sigma Delta, local
applica tions today and will be
journalistic fraternity, and K appa
closed February 23. Students Delta P i, scholastic honor society,

Plans Round into Shape for
Union Stag Event Feb. 18.
Easte·r n Will Be Host at First
Big Tournament Saturday.

The daJte for ·the Minstrel Sh ow and
Stag party has been set for ThursRepresentatives from six Illinois colleges and universities will be on the day evening, February 18, according t o
campus Saturday for •an all day prac- Dale "Ike" Winkler, director of the aff,a ir. I n the event that costumes do
desiring these positions may write aptice
debate session.
will come to an end. Long have
plication letters giv.ing their qualificaThis is the first meeting of -its kind not arrive, the date may possibly be
the two groups struggled and
fought over their respective Mon- t o b-e held at Eastern. Both men and changed. Accordin-g Ito present plans,
.t ions and drop them in the News box
day night meetings. But civiliza- women students representing the Uni- ocstumes will be here on t:Jhat date.
just off the ea.s.t hall. The student;The dark rtown chorus will fe3!ture
tion advances and tonight Sigma versity of Illinois, State Normal Unif,a cul•t y Publications board will meet
Joe
.Snyder as principal soloist. J oe is
versity,
Illinois
Wesleyan,
Millikin,
next week to select the staffs for next
Delta will be host to Kappa Delta
slated
to sing "Bells of the sea" and
Greenville,
and
Olivet
will
deba.te
the
year.
Pi at a chili supper.
Formal
Dr . Q. G. Burris
"Mighty
L ak' a Rose." T he di·alogue
proposition,
"Resolved
:
That
the
extenSix Offices Are Open on News
papers of truce may be signed, if
was
w11itten
by "Ike" Winkler, EastThe openings for whtch applications
an agreement can be reached sion of consumer cooperatives would
ern's
punster-prankster-singer.
Dean
contribute
to
.
t
he
public
welfare."
suitable t o both. Professor Colmay be made are: editor, assistant
Hobart
F
.
Heller
will
serve
as
piano
There will lbe one round of debates
-editor, sports editor, socie.ty editor,
seybur is acting as mediator.
in the morning starting at 10 o'•clock. accompandst.
publicity director and business manFranklyn L. Andrews and Miss
R. "Ike" Stroud will serve as interA luncheon will tb e served at noon in
ager of the News; editor ancf business
Emma Reinhardt, legal advisors,
locutor.
Marvin Upton, J udy Voris,
Pemberton
Hall.
In
the
afternoon
manager of the Wal"bler.
and Florence C'ottingham
and
Glen
C'ooper,
and "I ke" Winkler will
there
will
be
.two
rounds
of
debates.
It is believed by those close to .the
Katherine Shores, presidents of Sigbe
featured
as
end- men. The flashiest
Time will be allowed at the end of each
situation that the News will revert to
By Reba Goldsmith.
ma Delta and Kappa Delta Pi, re·of
costwnes
will
'be secured fr.om a Ne.w
r
ound
for
a
free-ifor-all
discussion.
"My conception of contemporary lit- the old system of employing an editorspectively, have declared their willYork
costuming
firm. The chorus will
There
will
be
no
decisions
and
no
rankin-chief
with
an
assistant
rather
than
erature limits my theme to the period
ingness to cooperate .in the movewear
full
dress
suits
of gold and puring
of
debaters.
the
co-editorship
set-up
now
in
ef.fect.
since the World War," said Dr. Q. G.
ment toward a better understandple satin and 1b lack wigs. The interMake Selections Early
Eastern
debaters
who
will
particiBurris of the English department as
ing between the press and the
Selections are being made early this ib rain-trusters.
pate are James Rice, Gl·en Sunderman, locutor will wear white flannel full
he prepared his cultural survey lecReba Goldsmith, Grace Kortum, Lloyd dress.
ture on "Contemporary Literature" for year so that the incoming staffs may
.....•......••••.......•...•••..........•....•......
The college .b and and .Coacl. Angus'
receive desirable experience in workKincaid, and ·R uth Thompson; affirmnext Thursday.
tumbling
class .wti.ll provide added at- ·
ing
iWith
the
editors
and
business
manative;
and
Richard
Bromley,
Charles
"That doesn't mean that all the
Poston, Betty Rice, Juanita Brown, tractions.
writers I shall mention will have been agers now in office, .b efore assuming College Ba n d Will
The Men 's Union is sponsoring t h is
Juanita Earnest, June Richey and Wil born since 1914, though," he continued their duties next year.
Pla y for C C C Camp fred Kelley, negative.
Tille Publications board is composed
affair.
tersely, "hut it does mean that they
came to their finest maturity after the of Walton Morris, Stanley Elam, Don'1
war."
ald Cavins, Aline Claar, Joe Kelly,
The fifty piece College Band under
Florence Cottingham, Mary Jane Kelly the dir.ection of Mr. Eugene K. A&bUl·y,
World War Is Important Factor
"I believe that the World War has and James Michael with five facu1ty will play a concert Friday evening,
been the most powerful agency in th€ members. Mr. Franklyn Andrews, span- F1e'bruary 12, at OOG C'amp Shiloh
lives of people who lived during the sor of student publications, is chair- south of Charleston. The trip will be
made in the school bus and enough
twentieth century," explained Dr. Bur- man of the board.
Sophomores, juniors and seniors may this course for its practical value in
Eln
private cars to transport the band. prer·egister from February 15 to Feb- that type of work, says Dr. Beu.
rus. "I feel •that the writings of our
Physical Education 39, baseball, will
contemporaries reflect that Contractors Prepare
Anyone having a car who would like ruary 26. The schedules for the spring
"
to make ·t he trip is requested to call quai'Iter are posted on the
be
given at the request of students
bulletin
"Will you discuss American litera0 Lay F oun ations Mr. Asbury. He states tha.t he will board.
desiring instruction m tha't phase of
we asked. "No!" he replied
need six cars.
athletics.
Offer Methods Courses in Spring
.upmt~l\:il:llly . "For two reasons. First,
Following is the program:
The excavating has been finished in
Mathematics 39, a required course in
According to a strutement by Dean F. integrated mathematics for juniors mamost conspicuous figures in litera- the la~e bed on which the new HealthI-"Marc.h Americans," by Fillmore;
either draw from sources in the Education building will stand. The II-"The Big Bass Drum" (a singing A. Beu, there are a number of changes joring in uppergrade elementary eduhalf of the nineteenth century, contractors are now negotiating plans novelty), by Yoder; III - "·S election lin the curriculum which the students cation, will be given in the spring
cling to well-established techniques for the transportation of sand and from 'IIhe Merry Widow," by Lehar; IV should note. The major change in the quarter for the first time. All juniors
do not present proble ms of gravel to the building site. The drag -"The World Is Waiting for the Sun- curriculum is that all the methods majoring in upper-grade elementary
innovation."
line mechanism whioh has lbeen used rise," by Seitz; V~Marche Militaire, courses with the exception of English, education are urged to register for this
"Secondly, America did not enter for excavating purposes .will .be used "My Hero" from Oscar Straus' "The Industrial Arts, and Home Economics course.
war until lat e, and was never as to pick up the gravel and load trucks Cho::olate .Soldier," paraphrased by Al- w'ill be given this spring rather thn.n
---'ElaTe--to it or as agonized by it as was which will carry it to the lake bed.
ford. · Intermission. VI - Prelude to next fall . These courses t 40's) will
Hence, th e confusion and want
Superintendent of Grounds C. 1''. "Faust," Gounod; VII - "Tarantella" not he offered next foil, therefore all Manag·e r S ets D ates
juniors with the exception of the three
direction in contemporary literature Monier stated Saturday that it would (Italian dance), by Holmes; Vill For M Tourn amen t
been tardy in communicating it- be necessary to fill parts of the bed "March of the Spanish Soldiery," by departments enumerated above should
to American letters."
wit h extra dirt before the concr·ete can Smetsky; IX-a. "The Message of the take their methods course this spring.
Starting the first week of the spring
Will Discuss 3 Men of War Period
be laid for the ,b asement floor of the Chimes" (tone .poam), by Colby; ib.
English A, a non-credit course, should quarter, a single elimination tourmt".Pop Goes the Weasel" (novelty), by be taken as a fifth subj·ect by juniors ment w111 be played among the intra"Therefore, I sh all discuss three m en building.
were born b efore the war and had
If suitable weather continues the Yoder; X-"In a Monastery Garden·• who failed on the English test for mural teams, according to Dale Hav'"""'""'"·d considerable literary repu- basement and foundation will be laid (Intermezzo), by Ketelbey; XI-"Star English 44 taken during the fall quar- erstock, intramural manager.
before it began , but who pub- in the near future.
Spangled Banner.''
ter.
Haverstock says that the details
their finest things during and
Botany 47 is a special course in ad- have not been arranged as yet, but
the war. The writers are: Thornvanced botany being offered this all seventeen teams are expected to
Mann, Matcel Prouse, and James
spring.
compete.
Dean Recommends Education 52
The tournament will consist of six"My second group of writers," h~
Education 52 is a course dealing with teen games, which will be "played off"
"will be a group of young men
school law. Any student who is plan- jn two weeks' time. More details of·
have rebelled against the first
By Staff Reporter.
skill, knowledge and talents with the ning to enter the teaching profession the tournament will appear in next
since the war , and who ar e reMr. Frank M. Gracey, head of the rush of modern life. The Spanish as an administrator is urged to elect week's issue of the News. All intrafor th e unintelligibility of
art department here, has secured a costumes of this seri·es were photomural players are asked to watch for
European literature."
comprehensive
exhibit
of
students'
graphed
as
a
news
reel
by
Pathe.
this
announcement.
Burris' lecture opens the second work from the 'I'rnlphagen .s chool of
A display of smart hat designs by the
---!ElaTe---of the Culture Survey series,
Returns to Teach
Fashion, New York C'ity. 'I'he exhibit N.Y. School of Modern Millinery, conMRS.
ALBE
RS T O SPEAK
will deal wit h the arts and sci- will be open to the public on February ducted in the Tr·ruphagen studios un-

• h pr 0 f I
Eng IIS
Sp ea k S Next

\ • .I

Dean of College Offers New Courses, · ·
Changes in Curriculum This Spring · ·:;{

T

d

.

I

J..

Frank M. Gracey, Art Head, Secures
Fashion School Exhibit for S howing

r

8th and will continue on 'view until der the able dir·e ction of Miss Adelaide
February 19th.
Miller, is another feature of the show.
The
exhibit
gives
an
accurate
idea
Includes Theatre Class Exhibits
aylor Discusses
of the variety and type of work done in
This specially prepared eXhibit also
Stellar Phenomena the Traphagen school. It contains includes sketches and photographs of
some eighty or ninety mounted sub- work done in the Thealtrical Costume
stars in various parts of jects; pen and ink drruwings, illustra- classes of the Traphagen school. Last
sky appear t o be very close togeth- tions, black and white fashion layoutf., y·e ar, in cooperation wi•th the New York
the chances of collision are but costume designs in water color, theat- Sohool of The Theatre, costumes for
in a million million million times," rical designs, modern silhouettes and two plays wer·e designed and made in
Dr. Edson H.' Taylor, head of the silhouettes of period costumes from the Theatrical Costume class, and the
tics department, in his spe3ch the twelfth to the eighteenth century. pupils not only had the practical ex"Astronomy•· last V{edncsday eve- These last probl·ems acquaint the stu- I perience of seeing how their creations
at the Science club meeting.
dents with research work-what to looked on living actors on the stage,
distance apart," he continued, see, what to eliminate and how to ap- but received remuneration for their
be compared to three baseballs ply such knowledge to modern ideas.
work and the designers saw their
around in a hollow sphere the To Present Exhibits from Press School names in the programs.
of the earth.'' Quoting, he said
Included in th3 exhibit is work done
Another feature is a layout for Inthtre are approximately 100,000,- at the school for leading newspapers. terior Decoration, in which the school
stars in a galaxy and 100,000,000 Research for these was carried on in carries on classes.
the school library and art reference
Studio Originates Goona Design
xies in the universe.
The Traphagen Commercial T·e xtile
his talk with slide pic- rooms containing more than 10,000 volDr. Taylor, who is an authority umes bearing upon costume and des.ign. studio (which supplies another link beastronomy, his hobby, presented Part of the exhibit is a series of lay- tween the school and the trade) disouts of costumes of all nations, illus- poses of designs created in the textile
other startling stellar facts.
closing his talk, Dr. Taylor veri- tratino- the methods used in the school, departmenJt. It is responsible for the
a statement made by Hoyt Cover- and shows how students are grounded Goona Gaona design shown, which
club president, that the recent in the derivation of styles, taught the gained much popularity in sports apt
may have been indirectly caused psychology behind changing fashions, parel and bathing suits when i came
and
instructed
in
harmonizing
their
out
at
Palm
Beach,
sun spot~.
-

AT MATH CLUB ME ETING

--IEISTc----

·.c

Miss Margaret B . Donley, first
grade critic teacher in the Training School, returned to work
yesterday. She was forced to

t

forego teaching last fall when
she submitted to an operation
for appendicitis at her home in
Oxford, Kansas. During her absence Miss Anna H. Morse, first
grade instructor here until her
retirement two years ago, has
been on substitute duty.

Mrs. Glenna Albers of Trilla will
speak Wednesday evening at Mathematics club on "How the Amer.i.can
Dollar Is Being· Spent." Mrs. Albers
worked on the national survey of this
subject made last year, and has the
statistics and faots as finally summed
up. Her headquarters were in Mattoon, where she took part in some of
the case studies being made.
Plans will be discussed at this !time
for the next club meeting which will
be a program for the high school math·ematics students. Mary Rosalie Bear,
president, urges every member to be
present to aid in this project.
---EISTc----

WIDGER PASSES EXAM
Mr. H. DeF. Widger of the English
department has received word from the
Dean of the Graduate School of the
University of lllinois that he passed
the German examination which he
took on the evening of January 29.
This la.ng.uage examination is one of
two required of all candidates for the
degree of Doctor o! Phllosoph y.

1

Prof Speaks
On Language
Backgrounds

Elmer Cogitates-

-while listening to a survE-y lecture on
·Languid Hermitage', which hasn't
much to do with surveying, he thinks.

Podunk Hero Feels
Better, Passes Test
Dear EJmiree:
In regards to your letter of afournights ago, I wish to insure you that
my cold is on the up grade and I made
a D instead of an F on that consequenshus ·t est I was a dreadin most
volumtous. So I feel about as high
spirited as old Neils ·c olt, just .before
it ran into the barbed wire fense only
I hope I dont run into nuthin.
One of my teachers expects me to
read eight hundred pages of reading
besides in class. If it wasnt fOl' want··
in t o pass the coarse Id have declared
my opinion of his imprudenceness. The
most I have •been able to read at a
time is ten pages which I had to stay
up until a quarter to eleven to finish
and then I lacked one paragaraph
of get!ting done.
They been havin some engineering
lectures every Thursday afternoon for
them that .wants t o get cultured and
learn surveying. I hadnt gone to any
of them up to last week on account I
usually had several other engagements
at thaJt time but I was inwiggled into
going against m y will. I was kinda
sceptical but on the other hand I h ad
my curiosity to satisfy. The talk was
on a "Languid Hermitage" which I
dont think has much to do with surveying. That didnt bother him tho
cause he didnt talk about any hermitage, just like a preacher that dont
follow his ·t ext. Me understanding wha,t
h e was talking a:bout would be like as
if he was reading on p age a hundred
of a book and I was still on page ten.
I h ad a.n invite to -a Valentine dance
last Friday but I didnt like the girls
attytude what asked me. I heard her
call me s ome kind of a name like last
resort so I ju&t turned her down cold.

..IA Gr.aduate Receives

Tilman Locklard, class of '36, is mak.
.
t he industrial arts st~ff at Lo-uisburg
c o 11 e g e, Louisburg,
North Carolina, according to President
David W . Wilcox of
tJhat institution. In
a letter to Dr . Lawrenee F . Ashley, head
of the industrial arts
dep artment here,
P r e s i d e n t Wilcox
states, "Mr. Lockard
'.f. Lockarll
is the only teacher
on m y staff that I .actu a lly have to
hold b~ck ."
While here Lockard was prominent
in Episoln .Pi Tau and Industrial Arts
club work. He is one of many graduates of the Industrial Arts department
her·e who have found
positions in
Nol'lth Carolina. Other 1936 .g;raduates
p1a·c ed in :that state are Vin·c ent Kelly
and Otho Quick. Kelly is at Lexington and Quick a.t Charlotte.

mg a splendid success of his :work on

===================== '
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Phone 404
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Tire Repairing
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stand her success as a teacher. She is
so interested in her job, so interested
in her colle~gues, and more than interesting herself.

REAPPOINTMENT

Dr. V. V. Russell has been reappointed to the Oounty Extension Pro·
gram-Building commtttee for Coles
county for the year 1937-38. T.his ap·
pointment comes from Herbert W.
Mumford, dean and director of the ex·
tension service in agriculture and
home economics at the University of
Illinois.
The c ommittee serves in an advisory
capacity, recommending an extension
program for .t he county and encouraging more interest and participation by
farm people in the study and group
discussion of problems affecting their
welfare.

Alexander Summers '37, former editor of the News, was at home Friday,
Saturday and Sunday, following semes-,
ter examinations at the University of
Iowa, where he is taking graduate
work. Summers has b een awarded a
scholarship which pays his tuition at
the University.
.

A FULL LINE OF SCHOOL

Phones: Office, 126; Residence,

Simpson & Bennett

ElsT

. RECEIVES

FORMER EDITOR WINS U.
OF IOWA SCHOLARSHIP

Fletcher's Grocery

iPhone 422

Miss Attebery writes that the faculty
committee sponsoring her w k ·
or IS
m~de Dup of Dr. Myers, Dr. Winning,
1an
r. Knowlton. She expects to
complete her residence work by the
end of the univ·e rsity summer school
August 15 • according to present plans:
She will complete her dissertation for
the doctorate while at Charleston.
during the school year 1937-38.

---EISTe----

- - - E I S T·e - - - -

Union Prexy on Worthy Project
Yes, the Men's Union is active in
one worthy project. Very profitably,
too. W e understand that the Queen
flashed a ring at the League formal.
(Editor's note: The ring was borrowed. She did the b orrowing, though) .

Pir·e sident R. G. Buzzard received a.
letter S aturday from Miss Clara Att~bery of the Home Economics department, who is on leave for the last half
of ·t his school year for work on her
Doctor of Education degree

Employer's Laudation

By Reba Goldsmith
"Eastern has the best-equipped home
economics department · I've ever been
in," exclaimed Miss Ruth Schmalhausen, who recently cam e here to fill th~
vacancy lef•t by Miss Clal'la Atteb e;ry's
leave of absenc~ from the home economics department. Miss Schmalhaus··
en smiled hospitably as she invited us
into the home management ·a partmant
after her five charg·es had scuttled for
the evening.
1
'I Have to Pinch Myself'
"I have to pinch myself everytime
I enter the home economics rooms t o
make sure I'm not dre~ming th~y are
so clean and nice," she continued en_thusiastically. "This is the first place
I've been where they had a janitress
(Mrs. Lanman) and she keeps it spick
and span."
Miss Schmalhausen has lived in
many different places, but she is a native of Illinois, and is glad to get back
to .t his section of the country. "I graduated from Chioago Univ·e rsity," she
said, "and began teaching at Georgetown, Dlinois. .Soon I was advanced t.o
Earlham Colleg1e in Richmond, Indiana,
and then to Bethany College in West
Virginia.
"From there I ·w ent to Columbh
University for my master's degree. The
next year I was appointed dietician
and social dean at Keuka College, Keuka, New York. But New York is a
long way off, and my mother's illness
made it necessary to return to Robinson, Illinois. There I learned of Miss
Attebery's pl.ans, and I'm now very
happy to be in Charleston."
Shows Inter.est in Eastern
Miss Schmalhausen 1s such an active person that she seemed more interested in her position at EI than he:r
past, so we hurried to ask her more
about her work here. "I was sur.prrised
at the size of .t his department in a
school this size," she said. "And I was
pleased 1at the number of attractive and
intelligent girls who are majoring in
home economics."
"I have a lways before been head 'Jf
my department," she remarked, ".b ut
I like to work with Mrs. V. V. Russell
so well that it is a relief to have someone else assume ;t he responsibility. I
am learning many .things, too, for this
is my first position in a teachers college ."
Miss Schmalhausen teaches high
school and college foods, home management, and nutrition and dietetics.
She is a m ember of the 11\merican Association of University .P rofessors. After a talk with her it is easy to under-

. ELMER,.

The recollection of Quality remains
Long after the Price is forgotten

PHONE 85

Writes of
Ruth Schmalhausen Praises EI Attebery
Plans for This year
Honte Economics Department
Says Facilities Are Best of Any
Ec Department She Has Been In.

Dr. Guinagh Says He Would
Have Been Great Mind.
Dr. Kevin Guinagh reached a n ew
high in the survey lecture series last
Thursday with injections of humor
into what might. h ave been a rather
arid discourse.
With a characteristic Guinaghvian
take-off, he !began his talk on "Our
Language Background" : . . . "Tut -tu t.
the very idea of asking me to sketch
our language background in the course
of •a n rubbreviated lecture. I must,
however, hasten to add that, while
this theme for its perfect development
would require a sem ester, I am glad
that this lect ure must not last beyond
40 minutes, for in t hat case you would
be obliged to induct some scholar who
knows more about the subject t h a n I
do."
How Primitive Man Did It
Dr. Guinagh discu.s&ed briefly the
evolution of the gesture . .. "We can
imagine pmmitive man feeding with
his wife and .pointing with a kind of
grunt. This low business of pointing
is regarded with ddspleasure by Miss
Post and all those other canonists of
the correct who hold .tJheir noses at a
45 degree angle as .they face life's perplexities."
He spoke of the early period in language, the psychology and origin of
lang.uage, and the period when orderly
language must have begun.
There Are 2500 Languages
"Today there are about 100 families
of languages," he said. " Please mark
what I say. i do not say 100 languages. As a. matter of fact there are
about 2500 languages spoken in the
world today.
"Four of these 100 families of languages have ibeen more earnestly studied than others. These are the UralAltoic, the Hamitic, the Semetic, and
Indo-European. Our language belongs
to the Indo-European family
'I Would Have Been Great Mind'
"Actually, very little is known about
any of these languages . . . . These
f acts I have given you are very elementary in the study of l angu age, but
what an eigh t h grader can be taught
to rattle off was but a short time ago
unknown to the greatest scholars. If
I, for example, tcould 1by some flip of
the sould throw myself back into the
past as far as .t he revolutionary war,
and if while suspended in that former
existence I should rise before the facul·t y of some European university and
present the facts that t have just mentioned, I w ould probably be regarded
as one of the great minds of the age.
StudenJts would follow me in the hope
that I might drop some pearl of wisdom in their presence, w!hich they
might tuck away in t he treasury of
their minds to be b equethed unto
their children as a ri·ch legacy. Literally herds of students w ould clutter up
the very e:titS of my lecture hall. But
I am secretly indulging feelings ·of envy
of some of my colleagues whose classes
a.re so thickly populated.
Etirope Paid War Debt Long Ago
"If we analyze English as it is written today, we find that it is a T eutonic language .which has taken to itself words from the four corners of
the world . . . . Perhaps the foreign
nations, to whi'c h we loaned so much
during 1the World War and which h ave
apparently forgotten the obligation,
are reckoning our indebtedness to them
in the matter of words as s u fficient to
strike a balance . .. . The Literary D igest published .an ·a ccount in the issue of January 25, 1913, in which the
etymology of 20,000 was studied. I
tr.u st that the recent unfortunate political sampling conducted by the Digest may not influence your opinion,
made long before the Digest .b egan to
sta.gger from .p ole to pole.
"The classical ele ment in these 20,000 .words is about 60 per cent . . . . .
This. is one reason why the traditiona l
curriculum has always smiled upon the
study of the classics, for these furnish aid Ito the 'building of a vocabulary that is valuruble in English."
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PHYSIC~AN

•

AND SURGEON

DR. DEAN A. AMBROSE
OP'I10METR1!C EYE SPECIALIST
Alexander Bldg.
Phone 340
North Side Square
Frames Repaired-Lenses Duplicated

Office Hours: 9:00 to 12:00 a. m. and
2:00 to 6:00p.m. and 7:00 to 9:00 iP· m.
604% Sixth St.
Phones: Office,, 30; Residence, 770

DR. B. C. TREXLER

DR. N. C. IKNAYAN

DENTIST

Hours by Appointment

Linder Bldg.

Phones: Office, 69; Res. 380
501 Jackson St.

Office Hours 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Phones: Office, 218; Res., 160

Phones: Office, 387; Res., 1037

DR. H. A. SHAFFER
Comer 6th and Van Buren

G. B. DUDLEY, M. D.

Phone:

Physician and Surgeon
Office Hours: 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Phone 440

DR. ·C LINTON D. SWICKARD

511'% Jackson Street

Office and Res. 242

LESLIE T. KENT, M. D.
Linder Bldg.
Monday and Saturday Nlghts

•
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Forum W ill S ponsor Log Cabin Dance Friday Nite
St. Valentine B all

Plans Lincoln Hop

Management
Club Features HomeStudent
Entertains
Lincoln Theme

DrawsllO Couples
Betty Jane Ewing, Ruth Clapp. ·
Head F eature Form a l
The Women 's League Valentine Ball
attracted 110 formally dress2d couples
to dancing in the auditorium Friday
evening, February 5, from 9 to 1.
In decorations of cupids and hearts
on the windows, a huge red heart suspended in the cent er of .t he room, .and
red c·ellophane programs the theme of
the dance was ca,rried out . Bruce
ByTd and his n in e-piece Indiana orchestra furnished the music, which
featured both instrumental and vocl:'.l
solos.
Ruth Clapp and Betty J an e Ewing
were co-chairmen of th.3 dance, [M.a ry
Jane Kelly h~aded the decora tions
committee, and Dorothy Hills directed
the progr.am committee. Margery Jane
Alter ta nd Gray Stilwell assisted as
pages in handing out programs at th~
door.
Chaperons were President and M.r s.
R. G. Buzzard, Dean and ilVIrs. F. A.
Beu, Dean and Mrs. Hobart F. H eller
and Dean G. Favour Stilwell. Guest.
chaperons were: Mr. and Mrs. Wta yne
P. Hughes, Mr. and Mrs . Hiram P.
Thut, Dr. and Mrs. Glerin H. Seymour,
Miss Eli:?iabebh Michael, and D:r. Emma
Reinhardt.
---EIST·c---

Four Former Students
Visit Eastern (~an1pus
Bob Gumm, former student here who
transferred to the University of Illinois last fall, visited ·a t the Phi Sig
house last week. Gumm is enrolled in
the College of Agriculture.
Cecil E1am '36, who is teaching at
Warrensburg, Ill., in the high school
science depar.t ment, visited his brother Stanley and Dale Haverstock last
Friday. IHe showed some motion pictures he h ad t aken of his brother and
Haverstock during the Christmas vacation.
--Miss Frances Durgee, former Eastern
student, r eturned from Urbana, ~here
she is now att ending the Universtt'y of
lllinois, for the semester-end holid~ys.
s he was at home five days, returnmg
to college yesterday.
Charles Duncan, a student at the
University of Dlinois, was a week-end
visitor in Charleston. Mr. Duncan is a
former Eastern student, attending here
in 1933-34.
---EISTc----

Carmen Is Hostess
T o Faculty ~..,r1ends

A s1vitch of opinion m the
local discussion club has caused
the Forum to abandon p lans for
a masked frolic in order to honor
Lincoln's birthday Friday, February 12, with a nove l "Log Cabin
Dance," featured .by the pr·es.ence of
"The Second Abe Lincoln" and his
mother. Clarence Hall, who has gained not only local f.ame .as a distant relative and imitator of 'Lincoln, but
1 whose pi-cture and life story have appear·ed in the Ohi.c.ago Tribune, will
speak and be in evidence at the dan.ee.
He is noted for his eff~ctive delivery
of ·bhe Gettysburg •a ddress.
Charley Austin's band from St. Elmo
will perform from 8 :30 .to 11:30 in
the auditorium. Austin, a favori~ in
Betty I. E. Rice
"Little Egypt," will 1bring his orchestra dr·essed in .accordance with .the Lincoln theme. The decorations will carry
out the same idea.
Bellty I. E. 'Rice is general chairman
of the dtance. Several junior members
A progressive dinner was held Sat- of the Foruni are earning senior memurday evening, beginning at 6:30, by bership by assisting on .the various
sev·eral of the faculty women. Cock- committees.
ta ils and ihors d-o•euvres were served
---EISTc---at the home of Miss Bernice Bankson,
909 Sixth street. The main course of
chop suey was served by Miss Elizabeth Michael at her apartment, 875
Seventh. Miss Mabel Hupprich was
Mary RosaUe Bear was hostess to
hostess for the salad course, ·a nd Miss two tables of contract 'bridge SaturMyrtle Arnold and Miss Beth Krussa- day afternoon, February 6, at her
baum served the d-essert course and home, 1142 Sixth street. Following the
coffee at 1425 Four.th. Two tables of play, refreshments were served by the
bridge were in play following the din- hostess and her mother, Mrs. F. L.
ner.
Bear.
Others present were Miss Et hel RanRuth Royce was winner of first prize
son, MiSs Roberta .Poos and Miss Mary for the •a fternoon's play.
E . T.hompson.
Invited guests were Jayne Lynch,
e:lsT
• Elizabeth Irwin, Louise Tym, Frances
ART CLUB HOLDS NOVE L
Durgee, Ji'lorence Co:tti.njglham, JiOiseSWEDISH B U FFET SUPPER phine Thomas, Ruth \Royce, Mary Alice
Harwood, Virginia Williams.
Tuesday evening in S t udio A, the Ar,t
ElsTc---Club h eld a buffet supper for its mem- SHORES IS HOSTES~ TO
bers, between the hours of 6 and 7.
FRIENDS AT MATTOON
The supper was composed of Swedish
food , kippered herring being the most
Ruth Clapp and Don Cavins were
nov·el dish served. Ruth Foltz was in

Faculty Women Hold
Progressive Dinner

Student Is Bridge
Hostess Saturday

Margaret Ealen Stephenson entertained Thursday ·ev·e ning at the Home
Management !house with a Valentine
tea. The hours were from five to
seven o'clock. The hostess was assist.-·
ed hy Maxin·e Harrod and Mary June
Endsley, with Shirley Harrod .and
Mary Cullum presiding lilt the table.
Tall white ,ta,pers and American beauty roses helped carry out the v'alentdne
sch eme.
Guests ware : Misses Betty Hubert,
Marjorie French , Helen Bones, Gwen
Oliver, Mary Cullum, Peggy Fellis,
Louise Tym, Helen Anderson, J ane
Sheets, Nancy Fell, Doy Hogue, Isabel
Larimer, Dorobhy Armes, Wilba Cribbet, Ri.tta Whitesel, Bett,y Jane Ewing,
Shirley Harrod, Mrs. Logan Lanman,
Mrs. Ruth Cooper, Mrs. V. V. Russell
and Miss Ru'tih SCihmalhausen.

Honor Frat Fetes
N inety Students
Misses Shores, Tym aore Hostesses at Informal Recepti<;m.

Ninety honor students of Eastern assembled in an informal reception Feb ruary 2, f.rom 8 to 10:30 p. m., in the
parlors of Pemberton Hall. While sipping and eating the refreshments provided, the students met and 1talked with
fa<culty .and fellow students.
Katherine .Shores, chapter president,
received the students informally. Miss
Louise Tym aided in the social program. The theme was St. Valentine's
Day and the decorations and refreshments were carried out in this manner. Miss Alice Reynolds ,played the
piano select1on "Ava" by Nevin and
other classical pieces.
- - - e : l s T · c -- The faculty members present were
Dr. Emma Reinhardt, ·Miss Mary J .
Booth, Miss Gertrude HendrickS, Miss
Ruth Carman, Miss Myr.tle Arnold, Dr.
Hiram F. Thut, Dr. Jay B. MacGregor,
Mr.
Ora L. Railsback and Dr. Glenn
Mrs. H. F. Thut, 1049 Eleventh
H. Seymour.
street, was hostess to the Faculty
---EIST'c--Wives' Bridge club and a number of
See
our
brilliant new line of Walother guests at a delightful Valentine
tham,
Elg.
i
n
and Hanulton watches..!:.:
party Thursday afternoon. At onesmart
models
to please everyone.-C. P.
thirty o':Clock, a dessert course was
Coon, 508 Sixth street.
·
· :· '
served. The Valentine idea was carried throughout in the refreshments,
haole decorations and 1Jallies for bridge
which followed. Five tables were in
play. Mrs. C. P. Lantz held high score
for guests .and Mrs. Donald Rothschild
for club members. The "floating''
award was given to Mrs. Glenn Ross.
Non-club guests were Mrs. C. P .
Lantz, Mrs. R. G. Buzzard, Mrs. Harold
6th a.nd JACKSON ST.
Greene, Mrs. R. L. King, Mrs. F . A.
Beu, Mrs. H. F. Heller, Mrs. Harold M.
The Home of t he
Cav~. Mrs. Fxanklyn L. Andrews,
Mrs. Walter W. Cook, Mrs. E . H. Taylor, Mrs. 0 . E . Rite and Mrs. Quincy
'
G. Burris.
"BUY 'EM BY THE SACK" ~:·~ •

Mrs. rrhut Honors
Guests Thursday

Welcome College
Students to

Snappy Service Inn

5c HAMBURGER-S.
You'll like 'em t h e way ·
we fry 'em

WATERS TAXI
F OR R EAL SERVICE

\ il'c'

PARKING SPACE FOR
CUSTOMERS

PHONE 249 or 1199

Open 6 :00 A. M . tO 1 :00 . A . M..

charge of arrangements for the sup- ilinner~~~~h~e~K~er~·.~;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~===============;
Shores, 420 Walbash Avenue, Mattoon,
per, Mr. Frank M. Gracey and Miss
Saturday evening, February 6. The
Mildred Whiting were chaperons. The
!.
You Will Find • • •••
occasion was the celebration of the
supper was given in honor of the hostess' birthday. Others present were
pledges of the Art club.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. R. 1Shores and FTan---EISTC--and Our Prices Most Reasonable
ces Whitaker.
- - - E I ST C : - - MISS RICE FETES BROTHER
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
E. MICHAEL GIVES TEA
Miss Betty Ri.ce entertained a num- .
FOR STUDENT FRIENDS
ber of guests Wednesday, February 3,
with a six o'clock !birthday dinner at
Miss Eliz!llbeth Michael served tea
ONE BLOCK NORTH OF CAMPUS ON SIXTH
Pemberton Hall in honor of her brother to Frances Durgee, Mary Alic·e HarMarvin Rice.
wood and Ruth Royce Friday afterThose .present were Mildred Sum- noon .at 4:30 in her apal'tment on Sev- '
. .
'
.
' . . . _..
mers, Betty Hubert, Marjorie French, enth street.
John Jlo•well, R aymond Lane, Bob
Zimmerman, Marvin Rice and Betty
Rice.
Always the Best Line of

Our Groceries of Best Q ua lity

'WI NK'S '
~

GROCERY

~

~

Miss Ruth Carman was hostess to a
number of her college faculty friends
at 5:45 <j'clock dinner, served Wednesday evening at the home of Mrs. Delio.
Cadle on Sixth street. Later, the group
attended the Lincoln theatre showing
of "Lloyd's of London," starring Freddie Bartholomew.
Miss Carman's guests were: Misses
Blanche Thomas, Ethel I. Hanson, Gertrude Hendrix, Bernice Bankson, Esther Duggleby, Lena Ellington, Ruby
M. Harris, Ruth Hostetler, Mabel Hupprich, Edith Levake, Harriet Love, Ica
Marks, Winifred Neely, Roberta Poos,
Nannilee Saunders, Mae Smith, Len.h
Stevens, Mary E. Thomason, Ed"lth
Willson, Rose Zellar, Emma Reinhardt
and Mildred Whiting.

---EISTC---

Misses Margaret Ellen Stephenson
and Mary June Endsley entertained
Maxine and Shirley Harrod on their
twenty-first birthday at the Home
Manag:ement house last Tuesday.

FRESH F R UTTS

& VEGETABLES

P hon e 531

CHARLESTON FRUIT
STORE

COME TO THE •.•••

LINC~ OLN

A VENUE GROCERY

-for the best bargains in groceries and
school supplies.
RAlLPH BAILS, Mgr.

Just 1 Block East of Oampus

ALUMN I ATTEND DANCE
Several alumni and former students
at Eastern .and T. c. were guests at the
Women's League Valentine Ball Friday evening. Among those who returned for the dance were Florence
Wood, George Buck, Lois Cottingham,
Robert Finley, Aline Lindl·ey, AlbertA.
Trousdale, Leallyn Cl!llpp, Vaughn Armer, Harold Cottingham, Violet Costello,
Harold Robbins, William Sunderman,
Frances Durgee.

Now is the time . . ..
to have your
APPLICATION P HOTOS
takt'n at

Sander s Stud io
Photographs with Char acter

PHONE 283

30

• Grey with Black
Patent

Valentine
Beauty
You can look as pretty as a picture by givin g yourself the care
in which we specia.lize. Ask for
a consultation or appoint ment
now and look your best.

MODERN
BEAUTY SHOP
PHONE 1501 '

815 1\IONROE

A&G SHOE MART
SMARTEST STYLES

GREATEST VALUES
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~tat4t:rs

Qtnlltgt

~thtil Editorialist Suggests Follow- Up of

"Tell the truth and don't be afraid"

Chapel Talks' on Teachers' Problems

Published each Tuesday of the school Would See Faculty, 'Voice of Experience.' Review Practical Probyear by the students of the Eastern Illinois
lems Students
Encounter as Teachers.
State Teachers College at Charleston.
faculty whom we questioned replied
By James Rice
quite favorably and seemed to agree
In
answer
to
the
question:
"Did
the
Entered as second class matter November
that this was a sample of the type of
program
in
chapel
last
Tuesday
appeal
8, 1915, at the !PoSt Office at Charleston,
program
which will interest the stuto
you?"
the
majority
of
students
and
Illinois, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
dent body. President R. G. Buzzard
spoke on a topic which involves us all
._.,-Printed by the Courier Publishing Company
as teachers. He hinted at what we can
Stanley Elam '38 .................................................................. C'o -editor
expect in teaching requirements, at
changes which will take place in the
Walton Morris '37 ................................................................ Co-editor
profession.
Donald Cavins '37 ..............................................Business Manager
We hope that this type of informGlen Cooper '37 .................................................. Publicity Director
ative
material may be the basis of such
Florence Cottingham· '37 .................................... Associate Editor
talks in the future.
John Farrar '39 .......................................................... Sports Editor
What is your private opinion of the
The majority of the students realize
Beulah Midgett '38 .................................................... Soc'iety Editor Men's Union?
that they are going to have to face
Mary Jane Kelly '39 .............................................................. Features
Robert Anderson '38-It doesn't seem many problems in the teaching proAline Claar '39 ........................................................................ Features to me that i·t has done much work for fession: which will require well planned
the stud·ent body. It ·is just an organ- and tactful decisions. They also realFTanklyn L. Andrews............................................................Adviser
ization and the officers are elected and ize that many of these problems, because of their personal nature, are not
that's all you hear of it.
1936
Member
1937
Allen Pa.tti.son '37-They buried the taken up in the classroom, but must be
Men's Union years ago, but its ghost left to the individual's discretion when
Member f:\ssociated CoUe5iate Press Member
they arise. They arise when the ins-till haunts us.
Distributors of
ICPA
CSPA
dividual
is far from the guiding hand
Robert Fulton-! hardly know it exof
his
college
professor.
ists.
In view of the fact that there are
Dick Lewis '40-They h ave good ideas
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 1937
certain personal problems which canbut the men are not backing them.
Russell Spicer '39-I am 100 percent not be foreseen in advance by the stufor the Men's Union and its President dent, we believe that many of the
Mercy Killings- ,
members of the faculty, who have had
-more power to them.
John Farrar '39-I think the Union experiences which our own will parFor Campus Organizations
could be a very effective men's organ- allel could shed much light on the
subject. We should like to know the
ization if more men backed it.
It has been said that a number of our campus
Marvin Upton '38-It is a fine organ- ways in which they met these proborganizations might as well be dropped because ization, but I think it should 1be more lems, or the ways in 'w hich .they think
they should have met them, answer
they no longer have any function. They have be~ a·ctive.
Milton Siegel '37-What is the Men's to such ethi'cal or professional enigmas
come merely "pin" organizations, it is contended. Union?
as these are of prime interest to us:
Paul Wakefield '38 - I haven't had
They are \Vorthless and unsightly in their lingering
(1) What is the extent of the teachany connections wi·t h it .as yet, so can't er's authority?
death. Why not mercifully dispose of them?
form any conclusions.
.
(2) R"'lationships
with
parents,
This train of thinking assumes tha t o ur instiJohn Lewis '37-As a member of the both belligerent and friendly.
tution has reached that millenium where there are Union who is active in the coming stag
(3) Experiences with regard to
par.ty sponsored by the Union, I think
community
life.
no longer any problems t o be attacked and solved it is a very fine organization. Other
(
4)
Probable
community activities
by s uch organizations, no more im- men who come to the paTty will be
to
become
interested
or involved in.
-But the
provements t o be made, no new ideas highly pleased, I am sure.
(5)
What
pri'ce
conformity?
(AlterJohn Pier '40 - As you enroll in
Millenium
worthy of execution. This state is
What"
price
non-conformity?)
native:
Isn't Here
never reached. There was a time school you become a Union member
( 6 ) Probable trends in elementary
automatically. I think the fact that
when it was thought that Henry you don't have to do anything for it and high school teaching.
Other problems briefly reviewed in
Ford's Model T was the ultimate in automoti,·e causes your interest to be f-aint.
an
article by Dr. FTank A. Beu in the
·perfection. The desirability of balloon tire s, unSam Taylor '38-The Union is be··
breakable glass and de-frosters hadn't been recog- coming more aiCtive. The Stag party January, 1937, Illinois Teacher are
is something they've never sponsored worthy of a. great deal of elaboration
nized nor provided for.
by speakers fitted t'o do the work of
before.
We submit; There Cl;re inn~merable things left
(Pinch-hit conductor, Mary R. Bear). elaboration.
for cluhs to do If they will but be alive to the everexistent problems. There are no limitations on the
authority of some organizations which, it has l)een
said, would hamper them in solving some of the se
problems. No money is required, eit:her, to be ef fective in some of this work.

Bowling Interest. •••

wm

Elephant's
Child ...

CoHe5iate Di6est

-is swee·p ing both faculty and student novices to
hardwood alleys. Staff Artist Cooper interprets.

Bright Students and
Industrial Arts
Condensed from School of Educa,t ion Bulletin, U. of :\fich.

The industrial arts, long the dumping ground
for students unsuccessful in academic courses, offer the richest opportunities for bright students.
It is true that the a cademic misfits have often discoverecl in the in dustr ia l arts a satisfaction that
has been denied them in the traditional subjects.
not because of any specia l capacities, but because
the work has been adjusted to their abilities. In.
this the shop has merely done what can and shoulo
be expected of all the subjects. But the success
of the shop in dealino· vvith the slo·w grcup has
1::-o
•
d
caused its values for bright students to be Ignore
or neglected .
The major types of development are pe:h~ps
even :~~re importa,.,t ~ ~ tJ,e bright group m mdustnal
t . th expressiOn f
.
ar s,
e
k
fjf ':" cr"'"'atJ' ve tendences, t?e <J.bilitv 1..... ~a ·.e e ective use of tools and
matena ls, an appreciatiOn of processes and values
in manufactured products,. an extension of reading
interests ancl und.erstandmg, t.he ability to plan
and ex~cute p_ractic~l undertakings, and a competence 111 dealmg With household equipment and
o ther material environment.
The w ider intere sts of superior students enable them to extend their knowledge and skills in
~mport~nt fiel:ls that the school provides for only
m tbe mdustnal <1.rts.
Round About the Campus
. . V:Ve do n ot ~ea~ to suggest a program for any
It shoulrl be re~cmbered, h owever, that the
mdividual orgamzatwn. But it s eems that one of
indu
s trial arts provide one of the most educa·
with Walton Mo.rris
them, the one which a few years ago mustered
ambition to replenis.h the lake for skat- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ t ional and practical areas f~ all gro ups of st~
dents, including the dull.
Council,
ing, by petition to the City mayor, could ... how Earl Anderson 'jumped the scramble? ·Let's lay 'em where the
This Is
at the very least make a good resolu- gun' in Dr. Ross's freshman speech aisles ought to be! We should bury
For You
tion. Resolutions, though regarded as class the other day? Earl, a rather the ancient arena in effigy - during Soap-Box
Post.
little more than pious h o pes, serve the shy, retiring fellow, had just finished the half - not so! What do you say Suggests Proper Attire
giving a short talk. He talked in his we do? Somebody start things!
purp ose of publicly pointing out areas in which
usual rapid fire manner, but he still
Dear Soapbox:
Improvements can be made. As an illustratio n:
From some reports we have overheard. we feel that
used too many "ah's" and "ands." . . . about the newspaper the ·craig
Th.e Student Council of Lake Forest college, Illi- Finishing his talk suddenly, he looked boys over on Ninth street are publish- some of our student body do not know· just how to internois , has started ~ drive against "red cards." The stratght at Dr. Ross for a moment and ing? They've published one issue so pret a Format dance here at Eastern in respect to what
Council drew up a series of resolution:- statirw that then said, "Explode!" Dr. Ross was so far, four pages. The staff of this paper they are to wear. For the benefit of those members of
uthe fraternities and sororities should increa~e tLe bewildered that he just couldn't ex- unahimously agree that their motto is our student body we venture the following op'inions :
one of the best-and we're considerF.irst of all, you should know what is considered the
spirit of co-operation between the students and plode.
ing ·a dopting it ourselves. It is: "Tell col'l'ect attire for such occasions. Formal calls for a long
faculty and place more emphasis on scholars hip.
the truth~and duck." We don',t know
Organizations should enforce quiet hours more . . . the cheerleaders were in evidence what subscr·i ption .rates are. All we dress, no sleeves and a low back for the girls. Semi-Forrigidl;r, and. see to it ~hat their pledges :ue spending at the game Wednesday night? You know is that it's called the c .ra.ig maJ means a long dress, but sleeves are permissible and
a low back in the dress is not necessary. Any other dance,
sufficient time workmg. The genera] attitude of shouldn't have to hear it; you should House Gazette and that "Russ" Spicer except for a sports or costume dance, should be sugg(stive
have seen it. It was a 'bang-up' game. is editor.
the student body should not be that which J.dmires
of the equivalent of a Sunday or eVIening dress. As for
(Just ask Curry or Waldrip if you don't
people who brag about the things they get awav believe us!)
The yelling was very . . . about the new neon sign the Phi the boys, who experience the most difficulty, we believe,
with under the profe ssional nostrils. A more uni- commendable. The boys should be
Sigs have hung on :their frat house Formal means a Tuxedo; Semi-Formal, a dark suit, white
form sys tem of grading should be used by the fac- patted on the back for so much suc- over on Seventh stre·et? Pretty nice! shirt and dark tie, and for other regular dances, a suit
ulty." These resolutions were put before the vari- cess at the St. Viator fracas. What we The boys won't have such a tough time with a tie, of course.
Most of you have known these regulation ensembles,
ous social organizations for vote and definite action can't understand is why we don't have finding '!home' late at night now, bewe
believe,
and because you have known them, wa also
them
at
all
home
games.
was taken on them.
cause it's red and shows up well, they
believe
you
have stayed away from occasions that were
say.
Such activitv as this would be of some real . . . how the stag lines are growing at
for you as well as for the rest of the school, and thus h'lrc
value here. Other organizations might conduct a the Wednesday night dances? The boys
that 'S. T.' would have us pul missed some of the nicest affairs that college bas offered
campaign against, for instance, noise in the library, are discovering that they can be as- away our light suits for the moths, you. Th'i.s, we believe, is not right. The reason for it is
against the thievery that goes on unchecked in the sured of just as many dances by let- or did you read the Soapbox last week? obviously a monetary one. Should the fact that a certain
locker-rooms, for soap in the toilets, for a system ting the "girls of their dreams" take Thank you, 'S. T.' for pointing out the student does not have the money to buy a Tuxedo and fixof permanent checks in the check-rooms. An or- themselves-and be a nickel ahead fact that "Eastern has attained its tures keep fi.im from ~the dance? Someone said, in a
meag'er attempt to solve the problem: "Why don't the boys
ganization could even help plan the new science when the evening's over! It's good ex- goal" with all men twearing coats to the
rent their Tuxedos, then?" The answer to this is easy"nickel"
dances.
But,
my
friend
'S.
building, or the student lounge which may occupy perience for the gals too-don't you
it
costs at least $4.00, and usually $5.00, to rent said suits
T.',
Esquire
does
not
say
you
should
Buying dance tickets, we
the old gym. \Vhen they made and sold thousands think?
when
they are available, and in Charleston they are not
wear your coat ·t o a dance. Your
mean.
of Christmas cards last December, the Industri a l
currently
available. If enough notice is given, rented &u1ts
.grand-.pappy' knew that long before
can be secured through our clothiers, but because they
Arts club gave us a sample of what an organization
you,
or
Esquire
either,
were
born,
and
. . . that there's only one more home
can do when it receives a good suggestion and de- game in the old Cracker Box? It will strangely enough "1fue great god Con- must be sent in from out of town, this natmally makes
vention" hasn't changed his mind the rental quite high. The ticket for the occasion is usu·
termines to carry it out.
be the last varsity game ever played
about it yet. It is true, however, that ally about aill that many can afford, therefore renting of
Every week some bright student sees a chink in our famous midget gym. It will be .t he magazine in question says ·We may a suit is out of the question, and they spend the evening
in our complacency and exposes it in the So ap -l~ ox . against Carbondale on February 19. It's wear light (and I do not mean whitel in their room, at the show or possibly at some recreation
Why does nobody do anything about it? No single true that the new gym won't be ready suits this winter. Esquire said ,th~ center.
until next December, but Coach Lantz
Our contention is that the students at Eastern should
person can alone. But we have all the machinery has scheduled all games away from same thing last winter, too. Sorry, but
for refonn and progress in the structure· of our home next year until the new floor ls that editorial completely disarmed you make this decision themselves wear wha.t they can, enjoY
big campus organizations. Let's begin to make ready. Why don't we make a cere- before you !began tilting hy saying that themselves, and :feel sure that any reasonable person will
the idea didn't come from Esquire. Yes, not even think of classifying them.
use of itl
monious occasion out ot that last ttght we sa.vvy, '8, T.' 1
By W. D. C.

Have You Heard·?
J

Emily
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YOU COULD CLIMB
I
UP, SHAKE HANDS WITH
EASTERN'S FLAGPOLE .

rofessor

COLSEYBUR' S

Would you guess that if all the
cards in the card catalogue were
stacked one on top of the other
they would make a stack higher
tham the tower? The y would,
and have five feet to spare. The
tower is 116 feet high.
Miss May Smith, cataloguer of
the library, gave out this and
other statistics. "If all of these
cards were placed end to end on
Rml!te 16 they would reach to
within sight of Mattoon," she
said, "and if all bhe books in the
lilbrary wer.e of average size and
were laid flat one layer deep they
would cover almost four acres."
Miss Smith also stated that she
and June Richey had to spend
more than five hours to arrange
the cards in the card boxes when
sixty new boxes were added recently.
The library contains between
43,000 and 45,000 ·b ooks. Each
book is indexed with a number of
C'ards in the catalogue.

Last Trump

F1LASH! FLASH!
Mercury Is Rising-Millions Come In
J ames Ricf,, Dr. MacGregor, and Rupert Stroud have signed up with Colseybur. Dr. 1\lacGregor pas already turned over a water-proof jacket and his
spring garden seeds to the cause. "Vegetables will come in handy," says Dr.
i\lacGregor. James Rice was about to donate the Phi Sig radio, but was
rEstrained by his doubting brethren.•--· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Rupert Stroud owns valuable real es- we said, ":How-do-you-do Dr. Buzzard
tate, which, he says, is at Uol~ylJm·'s and Mr. La.ntz."
di&posal. A distress call has been ~sued for Miss Reinhardt and Miss
Let's organize the wits and half-wik
Johnson. The call reads: 'G'ome home,
What Colseybur really needs is a milColseybur needs you." Dr. Rothschild
lion new contributors.
and Dr. Alter are expected any moment. It is understood that Dr. Sloan
An optimist: the fellow who sings
and Dr. Ross will report for duty im"Old
Man .Riv-er" as his house floats
mediately. Dr. Seymour and Dr. Coleby.
man are rounding up the First Ward.
Miss Ellington is busy. Dr. Cook! is
Get this, Phi Sigs - "No-account"
throwing the next PTA meeting· wide
Cooper.
open. Mr. Scruggs and Mr. Cavins
have been bitten by the bug. This is
---~:an
What's happened to the poor fellow
the biggest undertaking of its kind
ever attempted. Colseybur needs a who used to own the row-boat conces- Here's News! Tutor
million new readers by Thw.-.sday! sion on Ahmoweenah?
Becomes Prosperous
Your word is as good as y~ur note.
--Prospective teachers do need advice.
Your note is as good as your balance.
Have you heard of the teacher
Mr. Thomas will pass on all ct"ecks. The subject of our lecture is: "Pitfalls · who died leaving an estate of $717,159?
of the Charge Account."
Don't tell Colseybur it can't be done.
Yes she was a school teacher and it
did actually happen. Miss Susan M.
kindergarten
•rwo bits the new gym is in use be- Simmons had been a
CALLING ALL PROFS.
teacher
for
23
years.
Now,
you musn't
fore
the
new
Charleston
hotel.
It's going to be Education Week when
all
turn
out
to
be
kindergarten
teachthe profs meet do Win in New Orleans,
ers,
because
the
field
might
become
Someone
always
foots
the
bill
for
a
and, incidentally, the kind of educafete, and many a person is feted who crowded; neither must you all run to
tion we hope they pass along.
St. Louis this spring seeking a job.
should be booted.
Miss Simmons didn't make anymore
There were so many marbles missing during the English exam that we
Why freshmen fail: textbooks aren't than any other school teacher - she
Predict that the Junior boys are going as interesting as Sears Roebuck cata- inherited it!
to have a late spring.
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logs.

F1LOWERS make an attractive, convincing and lasting valentine. Order
As long as Ahmoween.ah was with us yours from Carroll-Florist, Phone 39We h aven't a swimming pool, 'tis
true; but, at least, we can take mud we owed it to ·t he scllool to ·b elong to Next door to Western Union.
baths.
the Isaac Walton League.
---lll:ISTc---

we're all going to turn softies when
we have all these new fangled comforts.

This Is . ..

Pie~; Tppe!?
'A Column of Errors'

Computations show that the five
teachers colleges would use six tons
less coal per year if students were permitted to smoke in the classrooms.

Three years ago the News editor
The Fo-rum, not content with bringw:as
nearly thrown into the lake for
ing CharJ..ey Austin back, has roped in
Abe Lincoln the .Second for the Log Union attacks like last week's. Well,
Cabin dance Friday. They leave no the lake's dry now.
fields ungleaned.
Ignorant Sayings of Unknown Men:
1. If .at first you don't succeedWell, it seems that the News is only
two years behind the times. The dean quit.
of men suggested making a lounge of
2. Silence is ignorance.
the old gym two years ago. And tlle
3. A rolling stone gets dizzy.
president still has it in mind.
4. A stitch in time hurts.
5. A penny saved isn't much, and
At last Sigma Delta .and Kappa Del- ·even a penny earned isn't up to the old
ta .Pi are admitting their personnels N. R. A. code.
are identical. Oh, yeah?
6. Early to bed, early to rise proves
your unpopularity.
7. Birds of a feather, aren't very
Sam Taylor and Buzz Wet21el, AllAmerican Rose-bowlers, claim to have well covered.
8. All work and no play isn't probthe Faculty Graybeards by the chin
whiskers in the newly organized bowl·· able.
9. Do as you think best.
ing l-eague. They are advertising for
10. The early bird gets-sleepy.
more members who flourish on easy
11. Tell the truth-and duck.
pickings.
12. It's an ill wind that blew in this
-Fr.an Durgee came all the way from column.
Ul'bana to see "Atlas" S.tahl. He took
1her to the Wednesday dance, couldn't
get her in, so left her in the hall while
he went trucklin'. Some dominatin',
25c-DINNERS-35c
Jim.
Choice of Everything on the 1\lenu
Hamburger 5c-IIot Soup
A stag minstrel is OK by us. But
Groceries, Meats, Fruits and Vegewhy not some darktown damsels, Ike?
tables, I ce Cream, School Supplies,
Fountain Drinks. Open Evenings.
The new gymnasium, it is said, will
D. T. FREELAND
have a special sliding pad for Si PerkPHONE 73
706 LINOOL.~
ins when he leads cheers. We're afraid

THE LINCOLN INN

For ·Social Functions
. BE SURE AND ORDER .'
YOUR CAKES FROM THE

IDEAL

BAKERY

You will find our advertisers courtWe bet the iris are going to be a wee eous, accommodating and friendly.
North Side Square
Well, there's one .thing Drs. Coleman
Make their acquaintance.
and Seymour can point to with pride: bit jealous this spring, Dr. Buzzard.
they trained Rex Hovious and Doc
Harwood.
Somehow or other we felt a lot b et1 ter after we saw that dent in Mr. Ross'
Qualitative thinking- making sense radiator grille.
out of this column.
Just a friendly suggestion: "The LitANNOUNCING AN ENTERTAINMENT EVENT C H A R L E
There's too much emphasis upon tie Campus. Only recreation tickets
NEVER FORGET-THE MOST THRILLING LOVE STORY
the classics, paxticularly the Kentucky admit."
Derby and the World's Series.
The Fidelis should put their teleOur idea of a linguist is a fellov; phone nearer to the front room lounge.
who can order a three minute egg and
We were just about to crack the
get it.
waterworks again, but the water came
Constdering the number of "end on, and we had to .t ake a bath ibefore
men," we figure that almost ever y it went off again.
class is a minstrel show.
It's now 12:26 p. m. Ce ntral Standard
The "interlockingi directors ate"; Time. When the gong sounds, the
Sigma Delta had only .three members Bulova.. is over.
Signed: Ole Poker Face.
when they entertained Kappa Delta.
---EIST'e--Pi.

PHONE 1500

S T 0 N WILL
EVER TOLD!

LINCOLN THEATRE

ONE DAY ONLY-- TUESDAY, FEB. 16

MAT. 3:00 ••• EVE. 8:30 ALL SEATS RESERVED

MAT. 83c-55c

How About It Mac?
In Ireland they kiss the Blarney
Stone; in America they touch Mr. Farley and get ·a corner-stone.
If you have st a yed home from all
the "formals" to date, theoretically
you have t he down payment on a tuxedo.

Prof. Colseybur wants a million new
readers, just to keep Dr. MacGregor
and Dr. R~inhardt company.
The Phi Sigs are on top in the IM
race. Chief cook, Marvel Upton, says,
"I knew the boys h a d it in them."
"All's Well That Ends Well" with the
Shakespear e Club.

RICKETTS·
OPTOMETRIC EYE SPECIALIST
FOR GLASSES
South Side Square

Phone 28

YOU WILL APPRECIATE
the early

delivery

moruin~

of the
THE CHICAGO DAILY NEWS

EDGAR BELL, EI '40
205 LINCOLN

PHONE 1103

Really now, the faculty don't have

to have a Wednesday night club in order to "bowl us over."
The Thursd ay afternoon benefit poeTformances continue, all shieks and no

CROWDER &
WILLIAMS
PAINTS, WALL iPAPER

sirens.

and GLASS
We saw two men h e ading toward the
south campus t he othe r day with armsfull of blue prints, and just out of habit

419 6th st.

Telephone 993

A Distinctive Line of

New Valentines for Your Approval
ALSO PLACE CARDS, TALLIES and FAVORS

BROTHERS
KING
BOOK AND STATIONERY STORE
WEST SIDE SQUARE

PHONE,428

EVE.-$1.10-83c-55c
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Panth·e rs Pounce on Pioneers; Battle to 36- 31 Finish
St. Viator Downs
Eastern 50-46
In Hot Encounter

Panther Vet Voices
Hopes for Revenge

TC Vikings Lose

Lady Luck Smiled--

Eastern Rallies
In Final Period

Heartbreaker to
Palestine, 23-21

"We're not forgetting that overtime
defeat down here," quoth Capiahl Joe
Curry, forward flash who at last !Jroke
Curry, Baker, Weingand, H.
Straub's Brilliant Shots Win; into the high scoring
Pa.ris Defeats Effingham, Oblong
Jones, Waldrip Compose StartCurry Leads Locals with 17 column a g a 'ins t St.
Greenup }n Semi-Finals; Obing Lineup; Half Score 18-14.
Viator last WednesPoints; Baker, \Vatdr ip Get 10. day. He was refenir;,g
long Takes Tournament Title.
to the imminent NorI Making a desperate comeback from
The ch'a rmed basket-shooting hand mal contest and their
The Teachers College High school
defeat
of
us
here
J
an
the doldrums they ·had been in, the
and eye of one Straub are held rebasketb~ll team lost a heart-breaking
sponsible for Eastern's fifth straight uary 15. "They'll be
j Panthers scor·e d a brilliant last halt J
game to Palestine in the third game
to beat on their
conference defeat, 50 to 46, adminis- harder
of the East2rn Illinois League tournaown floor. That's a
rally and defeated the .Shurtleff contered by St. Viator here last Wednes··
Joe
Curry
ment at Ca.sey Thursday night by a
tingent at Alton last Saturday. Startday night. The long Green Wave guard cinch. But we'll fight
i·
t
up.
The
Shurtleff
game
should
give
ing
their
second
half
with
an
18-14
score
of 23-21. The locals led Palestine
sank four unguardable shots and a
us
confidence."
m ost of the game .and wer·e ahead
handicap, the Carson men rallied and
free throw with hardly a miss in the
In answer to further questioning, scored .t hrice befor·e the Shurtleff squad
closing minutes of play, just as the
within 80 seconds of the final gun. The
desperate Panthers rallied and came the lank and wiry Panther senior said, knew what was up in the first two mincontest was well played throughout
within three points (43-40) of the bril- 'I have played on but one Panther utes. After that Shur.tleff was never
with T. G. showing ·a slightly better
liant green aggregation. His shots were t eam that whipped Normal, and I've aAble to !h ead · the 1ocals, who went on
brand of basketball than Palestine.
the kind that made sports scribes note been in seven ga;me~ .against them. to repeat their early season conquest
Lougherty's goal which won for Paleson .their score pads, "Lucky devil."
tine was declared by many spectators
That was during my freshman year. of the A1ton boys.
I sank a couple of baskets. Dean Gra.y
Locals Play Outstanding Game
-upon Coach Ted Ca1·son's team for to have been shot after he had been
Holmes Gees in for Baker
For ,t he locals, who played one of went on a scor'i ng s1;>ree in the torrid
the first time in eight starts when the given a foul on Ca.rroll of T. C. He
Carson's starting lineup was Baker
their most outstanding g·ames of the finish of that game, totaling nine
Panthers rallied to defeat Shurtleff missed the free throw which was
season, Ctrnry, Baker and Weingand points altogether. This will be the and Curry at forward, W·eingand at last Saturday. The game coach hopes awarded him.
looked .b est. In the hectic final min- eighth g-ame I've played in agamst center and Hersh Jones and Bill Wald-· for a broader smile when the Panthers
Oblon!i> Hutsonville and Greenup
rip at guard. Against these men Shurtutes Baker was the spark-plug of the Normal, and of course the last one.
won the ot her three games of the opmeet
up
with
Normal.
old
adversary
team, getting .points and injecting a lot
"Last year they beat us 31-39 down leff ran up first a 7-2 lead and then a who has snatched six. out of seven ening· night of the Casey tourna·
a dvantage. Ho•lmes went in for
of fight into the pl,ay. Weingand's here. That is another reason I'd like 14-7 <
ment.
Bak-er
for a time, hut the score was games from locals in past four years.
work under the basket was the most to whip them this year.
In the concludlng round of the EI
outstanding feature of hds game. He
"Yes, I know a couple of the Normal all ·i n favor of Shurtleff at the half.
league
tournament Saturday night,
was the only Panther a;ble consistently players pretty well. They are Jacquat The second half began with Holmes
and Waldrip at guard and Baker at leadership wit:Jh 27 points gained at the Oblong defeated Paris in a hard-fought
to take the ball a,w ay from St. Viator and Adams, who have played in every forward.
charity line.
final tilt by a. 29-26 score. Both teams
on the rebound. Captain Curry, as game that I have against Normal. The
FT.
boast
tall boys with good basket eyes
FG.
OaJptain Joe Curry, after supporting EA.STE:RN (36)is usual as the season advances, oap- other fellows are com'P·a rative newand
a
fast game developed. F. Sprowl,
his team with nine points, fouled out Curry ..............................................:.3
3
tured a high of 17 points to equal Be- comers in the Red B1rd lineup.
o
I
Oblong
flash, proved to be the ace
two minutes after the opening of the Baker ................................................ 2
tourne of St. Via;tor and come within
''I'm not making any predictions."
0
scorer
of
the game, giving the Oblong
a point of Straub. Bill W:;tldrip and
With that final cautious r emark, second half, but a~t that time the locals Holmes ·..............................................3
o
five
a
winning
edge in the final score.
had
a
slight
lead
which
Shurtleff
was
Weingand
........................................
1
Mervin Baker tied for second local Captad.n Curry closed the interview.
2
EISTC
never
able
to
wipe
out.
Hersch
Jones
H.
Jones
..........................................
2:
honors in scoring with ten points each.
Ourry's
place
very
ahly,
getting
WaJdri;p
............................................
3
3
!<'LOWERS
m
ake
an attractive, confilled
The first point of the game was made
six.
points.
Deitiker,
Shurtleff
forCulbertson
......................................
0
I)
vincing
and
lasting
valentine. Order
when Betourne, fouled by Holmes, dribble. Curry scored on .a long sho~.
yours
from
Carroll-Florist,
Phone 39-ward,
also
foule
d
out
before
tJhe
finish
Baker
counted
from
the
corner.
Curry
made a free throw good for Sit. Viator.
of
the
game.
Totals
..........................................
14
8
Nex.t
door
to
Western
Union.
-tossed
in
one
over-handed.
St.
Viator
On his second shot of the ·t wo handed
The last few minut~s. of whirlwind SHURTLEFF (31)_
him by Holmes, he missed the hoop, called for time out with the score 31-37
FG. FT.
ibut followed up his own shot to take in their favor. Clay got a sleeper. Balc- play saw Shurtl·e ff missmg repeated K .t
shots :and the locals stalling for time
e~ ~ ................................................ 3
2
a field goal on a rebound. Monahon er snatched the ball from Monahan's
· Deitiker ............................................ 0
o
Holmes, Baker Play Best 2nd Half
next flipped in a rebound shot with hands and scored. Straub evaded CurTelling ..............................................3
1
and
Bobby Holmes and Baker both play- Ludwig .............................................. 1
his left hand to add two more points to ry and scored. Curry feinted
with service above
St. Viator's total. Captain Ourry then counted. Straub took a follow-up goal. ed their best game in •t he second half, Holman ............................................ 2
1
proceeded to make Eastern's first Weingand tipped in a basket on a re- H olmes displaying some of the best Sutton .............................................. 1
standard.
1
.points hy following in his own shot bound play. St. Viator called time out ball he has shown this season. Waldrip
f.r om the corner to score from under again with the score 40-43 still in fav1or shared scoring honors with Curry, rais·Totals ..........................................9
the basket. Setourne clicked again of the Irish, and four minutes to go. ing. !his conference total of points to
SERVICE STATION
Officials-Rhine (Wood R iver)
Straub scored twice in rapid succes- 67. Curry's total is 48. Waldrip. was
:With another rebound, batting the ball
anr1
CORNER TENTH and LINCOLt~
into the hoop with his hand. The sion. Waldrip dribbled in from the t-aken from the game in the second h alf Oetting (Wood ·R iver).
score at that time, 7-2, was, with the side and scored. Baker mad~ two free for the first time this season when he
a nd Weingand tipped in a field r.eceived a bad jolt. He returned a
exception of a single free throw, all throws <
• •
made by rebound plays. Waldrip found goal on a follow-up. Straub scored a few minutes 1ater, .however. W·ein gand
May help you secure
an opportunity to flip one of his one- free throw and a field goal to bring the played another fine game, although h ts
PLUMBING & HEATING
a position.
free
handed shots from near the free throw final score to 50-46 as the g.ame ended. opponent, Ludwig, got eight
COMPANY
The
box
score
:
throws.
Free
throws,
however,
are
line. Monahon leaped into the air
Have it t aken now
Ludwig's
specialty.
He
holds
I<l:.AC
and released an overhead shot for two EASTERNFG. FT. TP.
Plwnbing, Heating and
at
more Irish points. Waldrip sank a long Ourry, f. .. ..........................8
1
17
Sheet Metal Work.
one f·rom the side of the floor. Straub Holmes, f. ..........................0
0
0
rebounded for a nother basket, and fol- Lathrop, c. .. ......................0
0
0
F. L. Ryan, Prop.
lowed ·w ith a one-handed shot from .t he H. Jones, g.......................1
1
3
Phone 598
South Side Square
ELECTRIC
& RADIO CO.
Clive Dick, Mgr.
field. Curry feinted and connected. Wa ldrip, g. .. .................. ..4
2
10
Betourne and Blazerich counted a goal Weingand, c .....................3
0
6
each to 1bring the score 8-19 in St. Baker, f. ............................3
4
10
Viator's favor as Eastern called for a
Electrical Appliances, Fixtures
time out.
Totals ............................19
8
46
and
SINGLE BREASTED!
DOUBLE BREASTED!
Betourne Scores on Rt>bO'lmtl
Complete Radio Service
ST. VIATORFG. FT. TP.
When play was resumed, BetJourne Clays, f ........ ,...................... 3
0
6 604 6th St.
PHONE 474
scored on a ll'ebound. Clays dribbled the
Betourne, f ....................... 7
3
1'7
length of the floor to score one-hand- Monahon, c. ......................3
0
6
ed from the .free throw line. Baker,
Blazerich, g. .................... 1
1
3
For Up-to-Date
who had come in for gastern during
Straub, g. ..........................8
2
18
SHOE REPAIRING
the time out, scored on a one-handed
Wal-sh, g. .. ........................ 0
0
0
shot. Curry tipped in a follow-up shot.
try
Waldrip laced through a long one. Just
Totals .......................... 22
6
5o
before the half ended, Herschel J ones
Offici•a ls: Young (Bloomington) Mildribbled down the center of the floor lard (Decatur) .
'
'
Between 5th & 6th on Route 16
and sank a baske.t for Eastern. The
Including Vest
score as the half ended was 19-24 in
St. Viator's favor.
In the first few moments of the second half IBetourne and Monahon scored, both of ·t hem on rebounds. Cuny
took a pass from Holmes and scored
with a one-handed shot. Weingand
made a rebound. Betourne scored on a
HOSIERY
clever pass over the basket from Clays.
Straub rippled the cords with a shot
You'll be surprised at the large stocks and the
UNDERWEAR
from the side of .the floor following a
quality we have. Every item of high grade and
J et black tibet cloth with corded satin lapels. Vest of
guaranteed to be satisfactory. Everything for
DRESS GOODS
the girl.
jacquard pattern black silk. These Tuxedoes may be had in
regulars and longs. We have in stock one doubleshorts,
HATS
breasted
model. Delivery of any s'ize or model can be made
OUR BEAUTY SHOP will be pleased to render
within five days. Come in and let us show you this marCOATS
service at all times. Expert operator.
velous value !

I

Standard Oil
Products

NEWELL'S

13 1

A Good Picture . .

WHITE

The Artcraft Studio

BURBECK

PHONE 295

Headquarters for

Welton's Shoe Shop

$

Coles County's Largest Dep't. Store

•

Welcomes You!

VALENTINES

' ~ BOB HILL''
602 Jf!CKSON ST.

DRESSES
SPORTS WEAR
MUSIC

•

ALEX'ANDER'S MURRAY'S
...:

\.

.

'

.

.\

.

~

.

.

CLOTHING
STORE
~

...
-

.
.
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FARRAR SEEING
Bg ....
John Farr a r ·
The EI league has often developed
men for Eastern t eams. L. and H.
Jones, Waldrip and Baker are ;the
cream of last year's c.rop. This year
some of th e most pro\llising stars whose
lights were brough t int o prominence by
the tournament of last week-end are
Bill Hednick, Greenup senior, Cole of
Marshall, Shipm an of Oblong, Henry
and Seaton of OHS, Day of TC, and
especially F. Sprowl of Oblong, who is
only a junior, however. All are excellent men who mig·h t be a,ble to help th~
situation h ere in years to come.
Coach Carson has an especially keen
eye on Hensen , senior guard on the
runner-up Paris team.
The Little Nineteen conference basketball race is at t his time a wide open
affair with Bradley Tooh of Peoria
llhowing t he way with six successive
victories. Tech , however, will phy
lllinois Wesleyan at Peoria. tonight and
may fall before Coa ch Bell's Titans.
Should this occur, it would throw the
IIAC teams into a maid struggle f or
top honors, with Bradley, State Normal, Carthage, lllinois college, Illinois
Wesleyan a nd Southern in the running.
Last week's column neglected to mention Harold Younger as one of the
veteran lettermen available for t r ack
team nexrt spr in g. Younger h as earned two letters a nd is proficdent in t h e
low Jmrdles and dash eve nts.
Intramural play will be ended within
a week or so an d all indications point
to a deadlock between the two campus fraternities. This is a new note
in intramura l history here. The round
robin has commonly ended up with
Fidelis, a fraternity catering to athletes, near the top of the list and the
Phi Sigs resting flat on their faces at
the bottom . It will be interesting to
watch the outcome of the play-off aml
tournament. We venture no predictions, Upton.
Joe Louis may fight Jimmy Braddock
at Chicago in June and BTaddock m ay
get $500,000 for the title bout, but
Braddock will proba,bly need his halfmillion to keep him in retirement following his scrap with the "Brown
Bomber." Lou is, df he c;le feats Braddock will get a break he h as long deserved, the champion 's end of the gate.
The Detroit negro h as r evive d t he
fight game from a farc·e ·t o t he btggest show in sportsdom. Gra nting t h a t
Louis defeats Braddock , a LouisSchmeling scrap would be t he biggest
thing in boxing since the second De mpsey-Tunney affair in Chicago.
-

--IEISTc---

Patronize your News advertisers.
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Fidelis Win as 1-M Bowlers' Lea gue
Locals Will Seek Revenge on· Normal
Play With
Play Nears Finish Starts
Entry of 4 T earns Crew for Overtime Loss Suffered Here
By Marvin Upton
The Fidelis five upset the Newt's
Hungry Five Tuesday night by a score
of 11-4, thereby putting the Hungry
Five back in third position, elevating themselves to an undisputed second position a!ld causing your correspondent to lose a two-bit bet to Jo€
Curry. (Oh you Hungry Five) .
The Phi Sigs, still fighting to keep
in the first place they have held for
a week, defeated the Gilbert Boys Saturday morning after the dance. The
frat boys were lucky to w'i.n in a.n
overtime. 8-7.
The Ninth St. Cadets were victors
over the Hamblers this week, 51-18.
Roland Jones, Cadet forward, scored
twenty points to take the lead in high
scoring. Other team scores of the
week were as follows: Republicans 27,
JA Club 9; Silver Stre:J.ks 19, Lair 16;
Jitter Bugs 36, Super SQuirtigles 14:
Silver Streaks 11, Republicans 14; Gilbert Boys 22, Trojans 18; Mummy's
Boys 32, IA Club 17; Troj<:ws 22, J'i.tter
Bugs 19; Republicans 18, Super Squirti gles 9; Fidelis 35, Silver Streaks 19;
Newt's Hungry Five 42, Ninth St. Cad ets 28; Egyptian Aces 27, Trojans 20;
Gilbert Boys 20, Silver Streaks 15;
Mummy's Boys 37, Super Squirtigles 32.
Intramural high scorers are:
Player
Team
Points
Jones, R.-Cadets ....... ........... ........ ........ 141
Pull'iam-Gilbert Boys ........................ 135
Lewis, E.-Mummy's Boys ................ 98
1\da.ir-'I'.rojans ....................... ................. 98
Kessinger-Fidelis ............................ ...... 91

By Sam Taylor
Last Wednesday night, F'ebruary 3,
saw the inauguration of the College
Bowling league. Four teams were J'orm ..
ed, one of them composed of faculty
mernbers, the otJhers of students. The
Phi Sigs, Panther Lair, Rose Bowlers
and the Faculty Gray Beards are the
competing teams.
In last Wednesday night's matches,
The Bowlers' Leagu e schedule
of play beginning at 7 p. m. tomorrow (Wednesday) is as follows: Phi Sigs vs'. Panther Lair;
Faculty Gray Beards vs. Ros<'
Bowlers.

the iRose Bowlers defeated the Lair
three games to none. The Phi Sigs
downed the Gray <Beards •b y a similar
score. The :Rose Bowlers attained the
high score of the evening by compiling
a grand total of 2042 .points; the Phi
Sigs were next with a score of 2001
points; the Lair and Gray Beards took
third and fourth respectively.
Wayne Nea l of ·t he Lair bowled the
high score for a single game by toppling, 186 pins.
The faculty members oomi.t .t ha.t
their scoring average "did fall a little below the other teams," but they
maintruin that "bowling is a fine way
to lose obesity," so common amongst
the "brain-trusters."
The Faculty Gray Beards' team is
composed of Dr. E. L. Stover, Dr. G.
S. Spooner, Dr. Hi.ram Thut, Dr. L. F .
Ashley and Mr. Wayne P. Hug'hes. The
Phi Sigs are Fred Wilson, Glenn Coler, James Rice, Ted Horton and Glen
Cooper. The Lair are Wayne Neal, Mr.
W. S. Angus, John Drum, John Nash
and Ernest Black. The leading Rose
Pet. Bowlers are ISam Taylor, Ira Garnier,
.857 Paul Pickle, George Wetzel and Dick
.846 D a ily.
.785
.692
.687
• • •
.642
speaks even louder than
.642
our w~·rds.
.600
GIVE US .\ TRY
.571
..562
~lectric
.384
.333
.333
605 7th St. SO. OF SQUARE
.214
.214
.142
.000

Normal will meet a Panther squa.d
aching for rev.e nge tonight Wlhen the
locals journey to the sister institution
to the north. The one decision which
was hardest for the locals to take was
the two point overtime defea,t received at the hands of the Red Bi.rds here
January 15. Captain Don Adams, th'.:l
player responsible for Normal's winning basket in that classic disappointment, has since led his team to four
victories. Only Wesleyan has topped
the Cogda1men since that time and
Normal is conceded a good chance to
win the conference, in spite of Wesleyan's win and a,n early season defeat
by Bradley. St. Viator succumbed to
them before coming to Gharleston .t o
take their brilliant win from the locals.
Adams, Cavanaugh Are Threats
Ada ms and Ca.vanaugh,
Normal
sharpshooters, are side by side in conference high scoring, although both
are several notohes below Bill Waldrip. Glen Jacquat, another Red Bird

I Intramural Standings
Team
W.
Phi Sigs .... .... ................... ....... 12
Fidelis ................... ................... 11
Newt's Hungry Five .......... 11
L a ir ........................... ............... 9
Mummy's Boys ....................11
Jitter Bugs .. ...... ....... ....... ...... 9
Republicans .... .. .. ... ..... .. .. .. .... 9
1 'I'rojans
............................ ...... 9
Ninth St. Gadets .... .............. 8
Gilbert Boys .................. ........ 9
Silver Streaks ...................... 5
Super Squirt'i.gles ................. 5
E gyptian Aces ...................... 5
Ramblers ...... .... .................... .... 3
IA Club .................. ............ .. .. 3
F elta This .............. ................ 2
Pop's Boys ............................ o

L.
2
2
3
4
5
5
5
6
6
7
8
10
10
11
11
12
14

Our Work .

Campbell's
Shoe Shop

ace, has shown up especially .well in
recent games and had a total of 60
points in conference competition last
Wednesday.
Give Probable E I Lineu p
The probable Panther lineup against
Normal will lbe Weingand at center,
Holmes and C'Urry at forward and
Waldrip and B!liker at guard. Should
Curry and Baker continue hitting as
they have the game will be another
close contest, although the CrackerBox boys will be under their usual
handicap on 1Jhe large Normal floor.

NO- !
Our superior work does not
cost you any more.

GOLDEN RULE SHOE SHOP
W. C. FITZPAT RICK
P HONE 74
1st door W est of Sq. on J ackson

-• LINCOLN_•-BARGAIN DAY

TUESDAY

lOc TO ALL TI LL 5:30, THEN 10c & 15c

Three Smart Girls
featuring

Deanna DURBIN
Eddie Cantor's New Sweet Song P r otege
and

Ray MILLAND- Alice BRADY
CONTINUOUS FROM 2:30

ADDE D SHORTS

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

MAT. 25c-EVE. 30c

Merle OBERON--Brian AHERNE
ba

Beloved Enemy
with

Karen MORLEY-David NIVEN
FRIDAY -SATURDAY-

MAT. 25c-EVE. 30c

DOUBLE FEATURE

Pat O'BRIEN

CLASSES MEET AT ALL HOURS
AT THE .••.

in

Little Camp~s Cafe
SANDWICHES, DRINKS, SMOKES

The GREAT O'MALLEY

"Meet with Your Friends Here''

with Sybil JASON

MAX WHITE, CHARLES CRITES,
Proprietors

plus
Binnie BARNES-Wm. GARGAN

BRADING'S

·In

SHOE REP AIRING

BREEZIN' HOME

CHOCO~ES

Quality Material and
Prompt Service
417 7th St.
PHONE 173

~

Here, fresh from the makers,
are favorite packages of
Whitman's Chocolates - including the world-famous
Sampler, and delightful Heart
Boxes. Call now and select.

WE BUY USED FURNITURE . . . .
make it over to look like new-sell
it a.t 50 per cent or less of first cost
-giving you the advantage of a
good buy-make an honest living
and all is well.

The Candy Shop

King Furniture
Company
610 VanBuren St.

PHONE 270

East Side Square

PHONE 960

SUNDAY-MONDAY

FEB. 14-15

Gary COOPER - Jean ARTHl)R
in

(

THE PLAINSMAN
CONTINUOUS SUNDAY

_ _ ____.er_. REX

COMEDY-ACT

THEAT RE . . : !•1:----1

TODAY-TUESDAY-

LAST T IMES

AS YOU LIKE IT
BIRELEY'S
ORANGEADE. . . . the n ew drink sensation.
Toast of t h e town, and talk of the
nation.

KEITH'S
BAKERY

Meadow Gold Dairy
PHONE 7

SPECIAL
ORDERS
SOLICIT E D

WE

in

BAKERS OF
CHARLESTON'S
LEADING BREAD

AP~RECIATE

FEB. 10-lel -

Gene RAYMOND- Ann SOTHERN
f

Ask for it now at your favorite
fountain.
It only takes FIVE if it's pennies
you're countin'.

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
The Smartest Show in Town

YOUR PATRONAGE

The Smartest Girl in Town
SHOWS FROM 7:00

FRIDAY -SATURDAY-

ADM. lOc & 20c

. ADM. tOe & 20c ..;

Tom TYLER in TRIGGER TOM
MATINEE SATURDAY

i

SERIAL-'ACT

REX T H EATRE NOW OPEN ALL W EEK
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Players Will
Present First ·
Open House

Tuesday, February 9, 1937
'

One Century Ago Lin coln's Parents Located Here F oru:m Frolic

Ends Up with
Revised Plan

Dramatic Group to Offer Three·
One-Act Plays Thursday Under
Sfudent Direction.

Discu ssion Club Decides on 'Log
Cab in Dance' After Hilarious
R e creational Mel t.

The P layers will present three one
act plays at their first open house
of t.h e year on Thursday evening,
February 11, at 7 :45 o'clock in the
colege auditorium. The three plays
to be presented are directed by Mar
vin Upton, Nancy Fell, and Betty
R ice.
The club usually gives three open
houses each school year; this is the
first meeting open ..to the public this
year, however. There is no admission
charge.
Miss Josephine -Thomas, club p~esi
dent, speaks for the who:;:e club when
she says, "I am very anxious that we
Thomas and Sarah Bush Lincoln
have. a ~ull house for the presentation moved to this cabin and site south
of 't hese plays. The !Players have been of Charleston in 1837, just one hundred
unable to find an open date for such
a meeting .thus far. I have seen .two
of these plays, and they are excellent.
.s tudents, faculty and -t ownspeople are
cordially invited."
·
---EraT·c---

Club Learns F rench .
Impressions of :U. S.
"What the Flrench Think of the
Americans" was the topic of discussion at the French dub last Thursday.
After a business meeting conducted by
Miss Mary Augusta Bratton, M iss
Marian Arvedson reported on many of
the odd and .i dealistic impressions
which the French. t ...·:we of the American people. Completing the program,
ROber. Hallowell summarized Du.h olmel' boo , "Views of .t he Future."
Relating some of her interesting experie.-lces in France, Miss Anabel Johnson told . of loSing an umbrella ·in the
Louvre. She failed to obtain her own,
which h ad been checked there, receiving instead a very old one.
Miss Elizabeth Michael told of the .
Frencn impressions of the Americans
ltbct
e detected in her summer spent
1n Fr ce last year.
Refl eshments were served during the
eveni g. The next meeting -will be
held t ebruary 18.
---EIST·c---

lA Frat Distributes
First News Letters

!Hilarity reigned at the recr·ea.tional
meeting of the Forum held at the
home of the faculty sponsor, Dr. Don ..
ald R. Alter, last Thursday evening.
The twenty-five members present engag·ed for some time in a game involving a bean-bag. Another fun make!·
was a punch-'bo~d set of suggestions
for impromptu stunts, provided by
Betty R ice.
Just before refreshments of pop,
candy and wafers were served, a business meeting pertaining to the Forum
danoe F.riday, February 12, was held .
A Fnu·um Log Cabm Dance Honors
Due to the fact that the Womeu·s
Lincoln's Birth Anniversary Feb. 12.
League was sponsoring a dance emI year ago, and lived here until their ·1 have been converted into the L.i ncoln ploying the Valentine theme, the club
deaths in 1851 and 1869, respectively. Log Cabin State park and the ca~bin decided to chan~e from the projected
Sinoe that time the eighty-six acres restored to its original character.
Masked Frolic to an Abraham Lincoln
dance commemorating the martyred
TWO MEN'S TEAMS DEBATE
president's birthday. Thus the n ame
REEN
GREENVILLE
SQUAD
became
"Lo~ cabin nar:ce."
G
The committee responsible for planning the For~ meetin~ was composed
of Betty Rice, charrman, Harold
Dr. J. Glenn Roo.s, with two men's
Knappe and Stanley Elam. Mrs. Alter
de:bate teams journeyed to Greenville
W arren Smith Pulliam '38 has be-en made the fudge and served the reMr. Eiugene K. Asbury of the musk Dlinois, 1-as.t Saturday afternoon for a
depaitment ,w as in Decatur, Illinols, Inon-decision debate session
with a;ppointed first a lternate for an ap- freshments.
Sunday, ~ anuary 24, playing in the I Greenville colleg;e. It was Gre·enville's pointment to the United States MiliDecatur Civic orchestra. This orches- first inter-coliegiate debate of the seatary academy .at West Point, New York.
tra is conducted by Mr. Jose Eschani:,:; son.
By competitive examination, Pulliam,
of the music department of Millikin
At 2:30 James Rice and Glen Sunbetter known on the campus as "Chick"
univ-ersity. The soloist of the concert
was Mr. Mischa Levitski, a famous derman debated with Greenville's neg- reoeived his appointment from R epreSATURDAY-9:30 till 1:00
Russian pianist. Mr. Levitski playe d ative team and at 4 o'clock Lloyd Kin- sentative Claude V. Parsons of the
caid
and
Charles
Poston
debated
with
twenty-ifour.th
·
c
ongressional
district
of
<the Beethoven Concert No. _3 for piano
Dressed chickens, butter, eggs, salIllinois.
with J)rchestral accompaniment. Th1s their affirmative team.
ads, chicken and noodles. fruit cake,
At 6 o'clock that evening E·astern'~
symphonic orchestra consists of sixty
The final examinrution, both physipies, cookies, bread and rolls.
members. Mr. Eschaniz took over the visitors were guests at a dinner held cal and mental, ·wm he held a.t Jeffer··
7th St.-~ Block South of Square
in the college dining hall.
son Barracks, Missouri, on March 2.
'baton in 1934.
---EIST·c--Mr. Asbury has been a member of
this onchestra for the last two years. FLOOD FACTS WILL
Mr. Asbury has also been a member
OCCUPY GEOGRAPHERS
of the Springfield orchestra for the
last six years and has played the
First hand information .about flood
OR ANY DAY--it p.ays
French horn in 'b oth orchestras.
conditions
•
will
be
given
by
Mr.
Don
---EISTc--to shop at
,. ,
Carroll at the regular -meeting of GeogMI S S FRAZI ER SUBMITS fO raphy club Wednesday evening at 7 :3v.
EMERGE N C Y O PERATION Mr. Carroll is in ·c harge of the pub. .
-licity department of the State Geo'Miss Georgianna Fr.azi.er '39 suffered logical survey. He recently made a
Just off the South Side Sq. on 6th
an acute attack of appendicitis last .t rip into ·the flooded area, and is thus
Wednesday morning. She was rushed well -qualified to speak on the subto the Charleston hospital for an ject.
THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE
- - - E I S T C: -- FOR QUALITY
emergency operation. She is reported
to be resting easily.
A good hair cut just doesn't hapSOCIETY NOTES
- - - E I ! O T C: -- pen-it is t:q.e result of long experience
and careful attention. You
COUNTRY LIFE CLUB MEETS
Mrs. Kevin Guinagh entertained the
can get that kind of service at the
Faculty Wives Bridge club Tuesday
The .Country Life Club held a recrea- afternoon.
tional meeting Tu·e sday night, FebruMrs. R. G. Buzzard and Mrs. Donald
ary 2, in the .auditorium. Singing was R. Rothschild were co-hostesses to six
led 1by Alice Cruse and the rest of the tables of bridge Saturday afternoon.
SOUTHWEST CORNER SQUARE
evening was spent in playing games
Miss Wirihie · Neely entertained her
and folk dancing, led hy various memsix
student teachers at a theatre party
bers , of the club.
Sunday
evening.
---EISTC:---

S d
R
., ·
tU ent eCelVeS
West Poin t call

Asbury Plays in
Civic Orchestra

Farm and Home
Market

Valentine's Day . . . .

I

WE.R DEN'S GROC.

T
first of a series of news letters
· written by members of the local chap ..
ter of Epsilon Pi Tau is going out this
week to some .forty fraternity members in the field and to each of the
other chapters. This letter, "Hobbies'
and Leisure," :written ·b y Ross Cox,
deals primarily with his hobby for the
last three years, a steam engine and
thresher. Ross has simplified this proKEEP OFF THE GRA~S!
ject and draJWll plans of i.t ·so that it
PETERS'
may be undertaken by high school puGteunds
chief
C.
F.
Monier
tears
I
pils.
Included also in the letter are news his hair and prays you to Keep Off
BEAUTY SHOP
items concerning the industrial arts the Grass while the ground is in its
present
condition.
department here. Letters by other
'Ye Shop o•· Beauty"
- - - I : I S T C,- - members of the local chapter are to
Dr. Walter W. Cook, Training
Zotos Permanents . . . a soft., natfollow every three weekS.
ural wave . . . no machine and
School and Place ment Bureau head,
- - -:E l a T e - - :· no ··electricity: · ' spoke
before
the Moultrie Gounty
PRE S . B UZZARD M A K E S
Teachers Institute at :S ullivan last FriNorth Sid~ Square
PHONE 1506
SERIES OF SPEEC H ES day: evening.

HOLMES
BARBER SHOP

STUDENT S and FACULTY. • •
Spen.d Your SPARE Evenings
at the

MARINELLO

COLES COUNTY BOWLING ALLEYS
BERNARD E. ALEXANDER, Manager

WHOLESOME, HEALTHFUL RECREATION

New Sprin g

'

·P resident R. G . Buzzard spoke before the Andrew Dunn post of the
American Legion in Charleston last
Thursday night on "National Le~isla
tion Concerning the Ex-Service Men."
He journeyed to Indianapolis Friday morning to speak at a meeting of
the Indiana Oity of Town Superin··t endants association. ·
That same night he spoke at a
meeting of ,the Douglas County Flarmer.s' Institute at Arcola, Illinois.
TWO NEW G ENERAL CABS

YELLOW CAB ·CO.

Courteous Service,
Quallty Products
at

N . E. COR. S QUARE
The Thfu.king Fellow ·Calls a Yellow

Walk.i ng Shoes
. . . . in Brown, Blue, Beige,
and perf~rated Black Buck,
the leather that.is always soft
and comfortable. Pric es
range from
'

Complete Drug and Fountain

SHELL SERVI CE STATION
V. w,. B oyer, Mgr. 6th & Madison

Service
NORTH SIDE SQUARE

She'll Be Your Valentine
For a Box of Candy

· Day and Night Service

TELEPHONE 220

DRUG
STORE

PE~OPLES

$2.98 to $6.50

from the

CORNER CONFECTIONERY
N. E. CORNER SQUARE

I NV.A A. T'S

PHONE 81

"

. .. ·-· ... -:::·:

BIIOWNbiltSHOE STORE
BALOU'

CHARLESTON

HO SI I A V

ILLo

DOV ~~_,UT
S .. i 0 1

c,.

The NEW FORD V-8 for 1937-The Quality Car in the Low-Price Field
Charleston, Dl.

McA RT HUR MOTO R SALES

PHONE 666

•

•

;

es

P ARAGRAPH

Caught
"Caging"
Earl Ruth, captain of the
North Carolina State College basketball te-am, was
caught by the cameraman as
he ..lifted" the ball into the
cage during a recent practice
session. In a North-South hardwood dash, his te-am was defeated
by New York University basketeers, 37 -to- 30, before 8,000 in Madison Square Garden.

They're not uunifcrrm, dancers, though

Party

The-_ ~niversity of Cincinnati R.O.T.C. cadets
tradttJOnally honor the-ir honorary lieutenant col,
one-1 at the-ir annual military ball, held this year at a downtown
hote-l. Here's a section of the crowd that attended this important social function.
Lorbacb

Discovery: A person can be identified by his brain waves

fifits

Fingerprin~g will be .~upf:>lem~~d,. by la~ e-nforcement authorities in the
,
. future wtth a _ new
brampnntm_g machine developed by University of
lo~a. s Dr. L. E. Trav1s (inset). The bram waves of famed artiSt Grant Wood (at top) which he is shown e-x.amuung show that he is a good mixer and i&gene-ralJy more relaxed.

'Thirty,.two pies were _eaten and smeared lil{e this

Contest

Pi Kappa Alpha and Pi Kappa Pbi fraternities
at Purdue University have started a new form
of interfraternity competition, blueberry pie e-ating. This year
the contest was a tie. Time for two pies: 6 minutes, 22 seconds.

Grind

Candidates
for Rusty
Callow's University of
Pennsylvania crew begin the gruelling grind
for positions on the
varsity boat that will
represent Penn irl intercollegiate competition.

He has a

$500,000 ~ome

for his experiments

Animals that never have a germ in their
bodies are being produced in the University
of .Notre Dame laboratories of Biologist ]. A. Reyniers. H~
experimental animals are born, live and die in boiler-like
(shoum above) that protect them from bacteria contamination.

Germ1eSS

Science Setvict

Landis Appointed
Harvard Law Dean!!!~!!!
WHEN Edwin C. Hill was bOrn in Aurora, Ind.,.
)2 years ago. for rome reason or other he was
named Edwin Conger. He left Indiana University
without taking a degree, yet he speaks of having Clone
post graduate work at Butler (Indianapolis). He
einerged from higher · education a Sigma Chi. In
1904 he went to work for the New York Sun. For
twenty years he served that paper, in America and
as a globe-trotter.
Ed Hill deserted newspaper work to edit Fox newsreels, but the Sun wooed
him back in 1927. In 1932
radio was looking for newspapermen who had firm,
friendly voices in addition
to rich experience in reporting., in travel., and in
simplifying world events.
They found Edwin C. Hill,
who sought no radio news
scoops but brought to his
audiences the ..human side
of the news." For a long
time his voice boomed out
for Hearts's newsreel. Just
as Hearst took his name from Hearst Metrotone news,
Mr. Hill voluntarily left the employ of the Lord of
San Simeon and his pictures of Pacific battle fleets.
Edwin C. Hill is now heard weekly over the radio in
..Bebjod the Headlines."

Mosaic One
offour u.s ....
to possess a complete

u .... U'.II!

och floor mo~c, Wellesley College
dents are patte?tly at work piecing
gether th~ vanous sections of the
archaeologtcal museum-piece. It was
by W. Alexander Cambell W
associate professor of art. '

M. LANDIS, brilliant Roosevelt "brain
JtiesAMES
truster" and chairman of the New Deal's Securiand Exchange Commission, will return
Harto

vard next September to become the new .. boss" of
many of the teachers that started him on his successful
law career. Three weeks ago Harvard's Pres. James
Bryant Conant announced that Mr. Landis had accepted the appointment as dean of the Crimson's
famed law school to succeed ~qually famed Roscoe
Pound.
No newcomer to the
teaching business, Mr.
Landis was made a full
professor of law at Harvard
in
28 at. the age of 29.
Previous to that he had
been the law clerk. of
Supreme Court Justice
Louis Brandeis. Always
a scholastic leader, Landis
headed his class when he
was graduated from Princeton in 1921 and w.hen he
was graduated from Harvard law school three
years later.
Until he .asswnes his new deanship next September 1, Lmdis will continue to rule the commission that he helped cr.eate when ..he 3.ssisted in draft,
ing the Securities Act of 1933 and the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934-but he rules it with a hand
that Wall Street tycoons acclaim as both fair and
conservative.

Students a.nd streetwal~ers give their views on cu:rrent problems

Air F arum A series offo~ e~ental ~oad~ts on controversial subjects have just been concluded

.
••
by ~ working m cooperatiOn wtth Northwestern University. Under the program
title, What ~ .Y ou}'hmk?", they di~~d subjects .from, unemployment to Fasc~ .including "Shoul? PfO'
fessors Be Politicians? The programs ongu:ated on Chtcago s busy Michigan A venue, and then were swttched
to the home of Prof. John Eberhart (near Inicrophone), who lead the student discussions.

trans,
portation of the
Texas College of Arts and Industries is
hitchhiking, a& the photo at the left
proves. Most students ride to and from
the campus "on their thumbs.'"

Sky Dial Pro~.
E. _A. Beito ~f ~e ..
Uruverstty of W1chita.
demonstrates to Mary Brincefield his
recently patented chronO'astrolabe, a
combination device for telling time and
constellations.

CLYDE FREEMAN: Stui-Nert~ed A.Mto Test
Driver. -"You be·t I smoke Camels.. I'm·
convinced they're mild. Ca..mek hefp my
digestion- and they never get on my
nerves or tire my taste!.,

MRS. DOROTHY POYNTON HILL: ·wor/d's
Champirm High Diver. ''With Camels rve
£ound I can enfoy smoking wh~et: r
want I heartily endorse the idea of • for
digestion's sake-smoke Camels/''
GARDNER W. MAnsoN, Oass of 1939, says: "There are
plenty of reasons why it's Camels for me. Cam~ help
when I'm in for a long session-give mea 'lifrthat keeps
me going. I like my chow too. Smoking Camels at my
meals. and aftenyards puts me in fine fettle whe.re digestion's concerned. 'I'd walk a mile for a Camel"'
Camels $et you right the whole day through. At mealtimes Camels aid digestion -speeding up the flow of digestive- fluid~ increasing: alblinity- bringing you. a sense
of well-bein~ When. you're tired, get an. in:vigm:ating
"lift,. in energy with a Camel. Camels set you right!

WHAT

TEADY
HAVE LEARNED ABOUT

uHERB,..LEWIS: Higb-Kor-

ingsparkplugofthe&hampiott
DetroitReJWi,gs. ''I'm keen.
about the way I can smoke
Camels right through the
training season.. With the
constant strain of keeping
on my toes and traveling,
m~estion takes it on the
chin.. But smqking Camels
with my meals- and afterwards eases tension. Camelsl>uild up a fellow's sense
of well-J:>eing. Boy, how I
enjoy that Camel fiavor."

TONY MANERO: Record-Smashing 1936
National . Open Golf Champion. "I enjoy
eating and have a grand feeling of being
at ease afterward ...when I smoke Camels
along with my meals."

LAWRENCE T. K. GRISWO~: Explorer,
tHJW tkep in the African gorilla &f)Untry. "At
best, eating on an expedition in the jungle
is no picnic. I find that smoking Camels
is a great aid to my digestion."

Catnels are
ade frotn finer.~
t1l
-~ros
_E.,_pnsive TovcPMore ~r-~
·

•••T

MRS. RUFUS PAINE SPALDING Ill, of
Pasadena, yachting enthusiast. "I smoke
as many Camels as I please. I find it's a
happy wa.y to ease strain. And you'll
find Camels on my table at every meal."

LEE GEHLBACH: Rerognized as America's
No. 1 Test Pilot. "I'm a steady Camel
smoker. Camels don't frazzle my nerves.
When I'm bogged down, it's great to
smoke my Camel andgetthatcheery 'lift."'

urkish and DotnesUC···
other

than anY
pop~brand·

He swaps words for a college education
Publicity Bennett Marshall, I)~y~~'Old junior and head of the How~

.
ard Co~lege_.sports publ!ctty department, is the so far unconteste~ wtnner of the tttle, Youngest College Publicity Writer." He has
earned h1s ~ay the past three years writing about the athletic events on the
campus of hts alma mater. He is a major in history.

Said he: HArt is for everyone"
Autographs Rockwell Kent (~enter),

famed author-wnter~lecturer, was swamped by the Bates College students who wanted his autograph after he lectured.

W inner

He's being congratulated for an important victory

Claude Ross, newly elected Associated Students president at Los Angeles Junior College, is
covered with congratulatory hugs and pats on the back by Helen Grech, Charlotte Perlberg,
·
Lovena Sellers and Cornelia Wales.

C

They're training policemen at Indiana
Members of one of three such classes in the U. S.,

OpS students of the Indiana Umversity school of police . ,

tion are leamin·g the ins and outs of the detecting business. ~~es
state policeman demonstrating an auto theft device used by
Cou.F<:IA TE
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Lightest portable
So that

.
M Irror

they may
study the stars wher,
ever atmospheric con,
ditions are most favor,
able, Cornell Univer,
sity scientists have just
finished building the
lightest telescope of its
size in the world. W.
T. Thomas is shown
above examining the
mirror.

Shell Game
Tom Bolles (left)
new fiarvard crew
coach from the Uni,
versity of Washing,
ton, visits the Charles
R iv~r boathouse to
watch Bruce Flett
remodel a 22,year,old
Wide World
shell.
To accompany the "Teeth Bite Banana" feature picture in CoLLEGIATE
DIGEST last week and to satisfy all your requests for more feature pic,
tures, we again chuck our editorial policy into the waste basket to bring
you ''The 9ritic" from the studio of Los Angeles' famed Will Connell.
Reproduced throu!lh court~y of U. S. Camera 11136.
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Page the California and Florida. orange growers

Champion

Flashy Don McNeill of Kenyon College sucks
.
oranges to refresh himself after winning the Na,
tiona! Junior Indoor Tennis Championships in New York City. Acme

Study

Cha.mpwn runners must wor~ at their boo~s, too

Herbert Weast, Columbia University sophomore, resumed his studies after setting a new
indoor record for the IOO'meter dash. He did it at the K of C games in New York City in
the new low time of 10.6 seconds.
·
Pictures. Inc.

~ make his students· study of

politics and politic.ians more
realistic and fruitful, Prof. J. T.
Salter, University of Wisconsin
political scientist, has many of the
Badger state's outstanding politicos
address his classes each year. When
.. Uncle Sol.. Levitan, 74, six~time
and present state treasurer of Wig,
consin, gave the class his views on
matters political, Prof. Salter caught
both lecturer and students in vari·
ous moods with the candid camera
he uses to make his political biographies more complete. When his
&s.s Ruk: Portraits in City Politics
appeared, the New York 'Times
said that .. no artist ever painted
more living portraits,·· and now
Prof. Salter adds the ·realism of the
candid picture ·

Seel{ing information for another biography . . .
. . . Prof. Safter takes notes while Mr. Levitan talks at
a meeting of the two in the latter's campaign office

Proof of the students' interest . . .

They

too~

careful notes, too

That the words of .. Uncle Sol" were those of the
politically wise is proven by the fact that his listeners
made copious records of his words.

... in the combined lecture and sample cam·
paign talk delivered by Mr. Levitan is found
in the faces of those who are enrolled

_;~

·::-·:·

Greatest
University of
Anz;ona
CO'eds
were given a real
t r e a t recently
when 4U inch~
of snow covered
their campus, the
greatest
snow
since I<J02. Here
are
Jacqueline
Soanes, Janet
Flanigan a n d
Helen Swordling
getting ready for
a snow fight.

They taught legislators how

CoLLEGIATE DIGEST

Photo by liums

Lawmakers

to

legislate

Believing that a .knowl~dge of pa~liamentary proce.dure. made
for greater efficiency m the legtslature, the Uruverstty of
Arkansas' Dr. A.M. Harding (left) taught Arkansas' newly-elected legislators the
ins-and-outs of their jobs at a recent pre~inaugural meeting.
.1\cme

•

They commemorated Kappa Alpha ~s founding anniversary

~-

J

Memorial

Meeting in the historic Lee Chapel on the campus of Washi?g- ol
ton and Lee University, members of Kappa Alpha ~terruty t
celebrated the founding of their Alpha chapter at Washington and Lee m 1865. JOd
.

.

Speed

Here is shown a bit of fast
play at-the-goal as the McGill
University team (shield on shirts) con,
quered the University of Montreal six in
a fiercely waged contest.

She provides Zasu Pitts, screen hands

H

d

Jane Marsh, Western Reserve Uni,
versity student whose screen name is_
Jane Howard, is shown above as she appeared in the
student production of One Sunday Afternoon. Miss
Marsh has played parts in nine Hollywood pictures,
and for three years she doubled for Zasu Pitts' hands
because hers photographed better.
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\JJlSH I COULD THAT's EASY.~
GET M'l PtPE :JUST CAN'T HELP
TO CAKE AS,
GETTII-JG A GOOD
CAKE USING
NlCE AS
PRINCE ALBERT
~IS

'They~re

Drexel's

hoc~ey

twins

Doubles

The Tews and the Moores are outstanding
members of the Drexel Institute hockey
squad. (l tor) Charlotte and Betty Tew and Christine and June
Moore.

YOU'U.. 'FJNO THE6E , Gf.fOfCE, ,MJU,OW P~INCE
ALBERT .TOBACCOS SMOKE lt\JL'P ANTJ 1"$J"Y- J',.A.
HA; TH£ ~# ltEMOVW UY A SCIEH11l=1C l'R~$;

11$ C:caA~W a.Jr"' FOJt ~ANP
tH "TM£ ~ 11N..

JT-5 THE

J(ftP$ ~
NA110NAL JOY S~ f

PRINC£ ALBERT MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
u ,.... ,._.t
-now-

s-.lre 20 fracraat piP,efuk ol Pdaee Alhert.
fJatl Jt De
est, tastiest -pipe -tv1Nu:o~ ever s...okea. 'ft'l1lnl -the -pocket 'tht ~ "l1ae
....t ol tile toNc:co Ja it~-.. .at aay tt.e wit1iJa a . - t i l :1.- dd. ..._ allll1
- - wBl ~'hill patdwse.}lrico. -pm.~.

They duplicated Millil{an's equipment

Electronists
.

Milan FiSke_and Munsey Crost~ Beloit
College semors, are shown w1th the
nachine they developed to duplicate· ~e famed Millikan oil
irop experiment by which is determined the charge on electrons
nd thereby the number of molecules in gases.

-~.ehla ef fr.acraat toh-.ec.o ia
__...,.-z-oaaco -ti•
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Giant

Magnetic pull I 50,000 times
greater than earth~s

This world's most powerful magnet de,
veloped by Dr. Francis Bitter of Massachusetts Institute of Technology will be used to study
the effeCts of intense magnetic fields on matter

. halted the sJtirmish
hhodrome f?ohce
had a few minutes
.
H

f b th tearos
. th
Players- o 0 · hg}lting durmg e
of fr~-for-a\l:~efore pOlice s~o~ b
s Francts gam
tinue wuuung y
battan· t.all0 w the game to conb ~en victorious
battle to
Manhattan as
Wide World
7
score of 4~ tose~~n starts.
. aames lfi
SlX ot .1:' t'

Fight

.

Sharpshooters

They must l{eep their guns in condition~ too

Members of the University. of Ha~aii's women's ~ifle team clean their guns preparatory
to a strenuous target practice sesston. They are taught how to care for their guns as
well as t9 shoot a high percentage of bullseye$.
Brown Bro..

She chainnaned her school's dance

Beauty. Rita
Cahill one ofDePaul Universi
outstaDding women, heade~ the c
mittee that made the plans for the secretanal sch
recent formal dance.
Unde~wood fi Underwl

